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I. INTRODUCTION
The global financial crisis has placed the spotlight squarely on the stress testing of financial
institutions, notably that of banks. On one hand, the crisis revealed the shortcomings of stress
tests as a tool for detecting important vulnerabilities during the lead-up period which
forestalled possible mitigating actions being taken. On the other, the experience highlighted
the usefulness of credible stress tests in restoring market confidence in the financial system,
as demonstrated by the successful Supervisory Capital Assessment Program (SCAP) exercise
undertaken by the U.S. authorities in 2009 (Bernanke, 2010). Ultimately, the crisis has
underscored that stress tests, irrespective of their level of sophistication or regularity of
implementation, are also not fail-safe, stand-alone diagnostic tools.
Post mortems following the crisis show that the stress tests conducted by supervisory
authorities, IMF staff and financial institutions themselves were not always able to identify
the right risks and exposures. As such, they frequently failed to provide sufficient early
warning of potential vulnerabilities to shocks (Borio and others, 2012). In some cases, the
simulated shocks and resulting impact were not sufficiently severe, sometimes reflecting the
reluctance of the participants to overtly recognize the possible realization of certain extreme
scenarios; in others, failure was attributable to the specifications of the stress tests
themselves, including inadequate techniques to capture complex financial instruments or
second-round effects. Elsewhere, inadequate data or weaknesses in scenario design, such as
the exclusion or cursory treatment of certain types of risks and insufficient focus on spillover
risks across different segments of the financial system within a country, as well as across
borders, also contributed to the lack of robustness of the stress tests.
At the IMF, stress testing has become a central aspect of staff’s macroprudential surveillance
of individual financial systems and of the international financial system itself. It is a key
component of the Financial Sector Assessment Program (FSAP) and has become an
important part of the conjunctural analysis in the Global Financial Stability Report (GFSR);
it is also being applied in Article IV and crisis program work. Stress testing has also become
increasingly more important for IMF member countries. In addition to microprudential (or
supervisory) stress testing, some jurisdictions have established national macroprudential
authorities which will also be engaging in macroprudential stress testing. Countries are also
increasingly requesting technical assistance on stress testing from the IMF as they too seek to
build or enhance their capacity in this area. These developments have underscored the need
for a coherent and consistent approach to stress testing by IMF staff in their engagement with
the membership.
As a result of the attention drawn to stress testing, exercises conducted by IMF staff have
come under intense scrutiny. Consistency in the implementation of these stress tests and the
comparability of findings across member countries have taken on significant importance as
market participants increasingly place a premium on transparency especially in the current
volatile environment. In this context:
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The large menu of choices in terms of approaches, models, scenarios and underlying
assumptions applied in staff’s analyses has given rise to questions about what the
results actually represent and their implications for cross-country comparisons. The
lack of generally-accepted “best practice” principles (at least for some dimensions of
stress tests) on the one hand (see for example, Board of Governors of the Federal
Reserve System/FDIC/OCC, 2012) and evolving practices on the other further
complicate this issue. In this context, IMF staff is emphasizing the use of prescriptive
guidelines in IMF-related stress testing exercises. The aim is to ensure sufficient
coverage and a modicum of uniformity for comparison purposes, both within a
financial system and at the very least, across “peer” countries.



The communication of stress test results has also become an increasingly sensitive
issue for the IMF’s membership. Both financial supervisors and financial institutions
are struggling to balance the call for increased transparency with the need to avoid
unduly alarming the markets and creating self-fulfilling prophesies, especially in the
current fraught environment.

In the decade since stress testing was introduced into the IMF’s surveillance toolkit, stress
tests have been conducted on the banking and non-bank financial sectors, with a strong focus
on the former. Since 2003, FSAP stress tests on the insurance sector have been conducted in
only 10 countries and on the pension funds sector in two countries, compared to more than
50 on the banking sector since the onset of the global financial crisis in 2008 alone. To
support this work, staff has made significant efforts to develop more robust stress testing
methods and models, more so since the start of the crisis. Based on the IMF’s vast practical
experience with stress tests through more than a decade of FSAPs to its member countries,
staff recently proposed a set of “best practice” principles for macrofinancial stress testing
(IMF, 2012a). The principles cover areas such as the institutional perimeter, shock channels,
risks, market perspectives and tail risks.
Work on stress tests of the banking sector is most advanced at the IMF, given its systemic
importance for practically all member countries. In particular, stress testing for bank solvency
risk has been the main focus, and work to continually develop a comprehensive and robust
framework is ongoing. Separately, the development of liquidity stress tests by IMF staff,
which will be covered in a forthcoming paper by the authors, has also intensified in response
to lessons learned from the crisis. This paper complements IMF (2012a) by providing an
operational perspective of those “best practice” principles within the bank solvency stress
testing framework that is being applied by IMF staff, and which is continually being
enhanced. Specifically, this paper:


Articulates the framework and demonstrates the actual application of those principles
in the implementation of the key elements of this framework in the IMF’s surveillance
of banking systems in selected FSAPs. Our sample group consists of 18 countries that
have participated in FSAPs since the 2010 fiscal year (FY), out of the 30 jurisdictions
comprising the top 25 most systemically important financial systems (“S-25”) that are
subject to mandatory assessments every five years (IMF, 2010a and 2010b) plus the
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remaining five other G-20 countries which are not among the S-25 (hereafter “major
countries” per Table 1).


Presents the framework in a detailed cross-country Stress Testing Matrix (STeM) to
compare actual implementation across the major country FSAPs to date (Appendix
I). An abridged version of this STeM for each country is typically presented in the
main FSAP report, the Financial System Stability Assessment (FSSA), to enhance the
transparency of each exercise.



Aims to provide useful guidance for readers seeking to develop their own stress
testing frameworks and for country authorities preparing for FSAPs. The paper is
illustrative in this regard in that it discusses precisely how the set-up of FSAP stress
tests is conceived.

To date, eight of the 18 countries have published all the details of their respective FSAP
stress tests. They comprise the United States, Germany, United Kingdom, Sweden, Japan,
France, Spain and Australia. Of the remaining 10 countries, all but one have consented, for
the purpose of this paper, to the inclusion of the full suite of information on their respective
FSAP stress tests, some of which is not contained in their previously published reports.
IMF practices so far suggest that while concerted efforts are being made to standardize FSAP
stress tests across countries, with some degree of success, further improvements are possible.
However, there are instances where expert judgment of ad hoc rules may be necessary, where
“one size fits all” rules may be irrelevant. Moreover, it is important to recognize that
surveillance stress tests are not fail-safe, stand-alone diagnostic tools, although the value of
well-designed exercises should not be underestimated. The availability and quality of data
applied as input into such tests are also crucial for their usefulness. This paper is organized as
follows. Section II puts into context the nature of the stress testing work conducted by IMF
staff. This is followed in Section III by detailed coverage of the various components and
elements of the stress testing framework and their application in FSAPs. Section IV
concludes.
II. IMF STRESS TESTING IN CONTEXT
Stress testing is a forward-looking technique that attempts to measure the sensitivity of a
portfolio, an institution, or even an entire financial system to events that have a very small
probability of occurrence but which have significant impact if they occur. Methods such as
scenario and/or sensitivity analysis are applied in a “what if” exercise: a rough estimation of
what might happen if certain “extreme but plausible” risks were to crystallize. In the decadeand-a-half since the concept was first introduced, stress testing has been used by central
banks, supervisory agencies and international organizations, such as the IMF, to identify
vulnerabilities and incipient risks in the financial sector from a rapid deterioration in the
operational and market environment. Stress tests are used for various purposes, which may
be broadly classified as macroprudential, microprudential or risk management (Figure 1).

Table 1. S-25 and Other G-20 Countries: Status of FSAPs since FY 2010
Rank

Grouping

United Kingdom
Germany
United States
France
Japan
Italy
Netherlands
Spain
Canada
Switzerland
China
Belgium
Australia
India
Ireland

S-25,
S-25,
S-25,
S-25,
S-25,
S-25,
S-25
S-25
S-25,
S-25
S-25,
S-25
S-25,
S-25,
S-25

G-20,
G-20,
G-20,
G-20,
G-20,
G-20,

G7
G7
G7
G7
G7
G7

G-20, G7
G-20
G-20
G-20

Completed FSAPs
since FY2010

Rank

FY2011
FY2011
FY2010
FY2012
FY2012
FY2013
FY2011
FY2012
FY2010
FY2013
FY2013
FY2012
-

16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25

*

**
**
*

Jurisdiction

Grouping

Hong Kong SAR
Brazil
Russian Federation
Korea
Austria
Luxembourg
Sweden
Singapore
Turkey
Mexico
Argentina
European Union
Indonesia
Saudi Arabia
South Africa

S-25
S-25,
S-25,
S-25,
S-25
S-25
S-25
S-25
S-25,
S-25,
G20
G20
G20
G20
G20

G-20
G-20
G-20

G-20
G-20

Completed FSAPs
since FY2010
FY2012
FY2011
FY2013
FY2011
FY2011
FY2011
FY2012
FY2013
FY2013
FY2010
FY2011
-

**

**
*

**

*

Source: IMF (2010); and Monetary and Capital Markets Department, IMF.
Note: S-25 countries are ranked according to the size and interconnectedness of their financial systems. The IMF’s fiscal year (FY) runs from May
1 the previous year to April 30 the current year.
* FSAPs currently in progress; stress tests are not conducted for the FY2013 European Union FSAP.
** FSAPs scheduled for completion in FY2014.
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1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

Jurisdiction

Figure 1. Solvency Stress Testing Applications

Bank
Solvency
Stress
Testing
Main focus of
IMF stress tests
Macroprudential

Top-down
(e.g., FSAPs,
GFSR, central
bank financial
stability
units)

Bottom-up
(e.g., FSAPs)

Crisis
Management

Top-down
(e.g., SCAP,
CEBS/EBA,
Spain, IMF
crisis
programs)

Supervisory

Bottom-up
(e.g., SCAP,
CEBS/EBA)

Top-down
(e.g., CCAR)

Bottom-up
(e.g., CCAR)

Risk
Management

Internal Risk
Management

Bottom-up
(e.g., financial
institutions’
own)

Source: Authors.
Note: Top-down stress tests are either conducted using the data of individual banks and then aggregated or on an aggregated portfolio; bottom-up
stress tests are conducted by individual institutions using their own internal risk models and data.
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Surveillance

Microprudential
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Stress testing conducted by IMF staff as part of the institution’s surveillance mandate are
typically for macroprudential purposes (IMF/World Bank, 2003; Moretti and others, 2008). It
is aimed at assessing system-wide resilience to shocks over the medium-term, uncovering
vulnerabilities to any rapid deterioration in the macroeconomic environment and, more
generally, identifying potential threats to overall financial stability. In this context, IMF
stress tests (for both solvency and liquidity risks), notably in FSAPs, tend to incorporate very
severe stress scenarios to assess the ability of the financial system to withstand tail risks. The
findings of the IMF’s surveillance stress tests typically do not require management action by
financial institutions; rather, they are used to inform policy discussions with country
authorities about the frameworks in place to deal with systemic shocks.
Ultimately, the robustness and credibility of IMF stress tests are largely dependent on the
extent of the cooperation extended by country authorities, which is crucial in terms of the
scope of the exercise (see below). Article VIII of the Articles of Agreement of the IMF states
that member countries are under no obligation to disclose information of individuals or
corporations. This means that the IMF cannot compel country authorities to provide the
necessary confidential bank-by-bank data for the stress tests. In some cases, authorities have
refused outright to share any supervisory information and IMF staff has had to rely solely on
publicly available data, which reduces the specificity of the results; in others, authorities have
only consented to running the tests themselves, based on some agreed upon parameters, and
sharing the aggregated results. The recourse for IMF staff is to ensure that the transparency
of the process—or any limitations thereof—is clearly documented in the official documents.
The IMF’s objectives may be contrasted with the stress testing undertaken by supervisory
authorities, usually for microprudential purposes (Fell, 2006). Such exercises are normally
embedded in regular supervisory processes wherein the supervisor would run stress tests
involving individual institutions on a periodic basis to assess their financial soundness under
adverse economic conditions, such as the U.S. Comprehensive Capital Assessment and
Review (CCAR) exercise (Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System, 2012a and
2012b). Supervisory stress tests may be independent of whether an institution is systemic or
not, where “failure” would typically require some form of management action, which may
include recapitalization.
The crisis has introduced a new concept of stress testing, i.e., that with a crisis management
objective, which IMF staff refers to as “crisis stress testing.” Largely macroprudential, as the
aim is to restore and sustain market confidence in the financial system, it can also be
considered microprudential in that it examines the soundness of individual financial
institutions and “failure” would typically require recapitalization or even restructuring. Such
stress tests tend to have a more short-term focus, compared to surveillance stress tests. In the
United States, system-wide (solvency) stress testing of banks was used by the authorities in
2009 for crisis management purposes, through the SCAP exercise (Board of Governors of the
Federal Reserve System, 2009), the predecessor of the CCAR; the EU authorities also made a
similar effort through the region-wide stress testing exercise conducted by the Committee of
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European Banking Supervisors (CEBS) in 2009 and 2010 and then by its successor, the
European Banking Authority (EBA) in 2011 (CEBS, 2010; EBA, 2011a, 2011b), as did
Ireland (Central Bank of Ireland, 2011) and Spain (Banco de España, 2012). IMF teams
working on crisis countries may sometimes run stress tests to determine the condition of the
banking sector as an input in designing a program.
Separately, financial institutions regularly carry out stress tests for risk management
purposes. In these internal exercises, financial institutions develop and implement their own
stress testing programs which assess their ability to meet capital and liquidity requirements
under stressed conditions. IMF staff sometimes relies on banks’ stress testing infrastructure
for the FSAP bottom-up stress tests (see below). In some countries, supervisors have issued
guidance on stress testing to the financial institutions under their supervision (e.g., Hong
Kong, Singapore and the United Kingdom). However, this practice is not yet widely
implemented, including in some of the world’s largest financial systems. The Basel
Committee for Banking Supervision (BCBS) has also issued guidelines for stress testing by
individual banks (BCBS, 2009), followed up by a peer review of supervisory authorities’
implementation of those principles (BCBS, 2012a).
III. A FRAMEWORK FOR BANK SOLVENCY STRESS TESTING
The objective of the bank solvency stress tests conducted by IMF staff is to assess the
soundness banking systems under adverse macroeconomic conditions. Tests are designed to
anticipate banking sector performance relative to a pre-defined baseline scenario in the event
of a manifestation of severe macrofinancial stress over the short and medium term. The aim
is to determine the sector’s vulnerabilities and its capacity to absorb shocks.
Within the framework, the development of plausible and coherent tests requires a thorough
understanding of the financial system in question and its institutions. In other words,
knowledge of structural and other specific characteristics of a particular financial sector is
crucial if particular nuances are to be adequately captured. The differences in banks’ business
models, their role in the domestic financial sector and increasingly, cross-border linkages
must also be taken into account. While financial intermediation in smaller countries lends
itself quite readily to the identification of vulnerabilities, more complex banks in larger
economies and financial centers may create conceptual challenges for stress testing.
Since the inception of the FSAP, the IMF has conducted assessments of about 140 countries,
comprising advanced, emerging and low-income countries. Of these, solvency stress tests
have been conducted in practically all instances in recent years. Thus, the framework for
FSAP solvency stress tests must necessarily be applicable across financial systems—it
should support appropriate and consistent applications of assumptions and models and be
sufficiently flexible to accommodate vastly different circumstances (e.g., normal or crisis
times), systems (e.g., sophisticated or basic), regulatory regimes (e.g., Basel I or Basel II/III)
as well as be sensitive to when and how the outcomes are presented and communicated
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(Table 2). Further, the FSAP stress testing exercise necessarily requires trade-offs among the
scope, scenario design and methodologies applied in the context of staff and authorities’
resources and time constraints.
A. Scope
The scope of a stress testing exercise needs to be sufficiently comprehensive to capture the
key aspects of a particular financial system. Key considerations are: (i) the stress testing
approach(es); (ii) the coverage in terms of the institutions, their market shares and the
sources of their earnings and exposures; and (iii) the source(s), granularity and timeliness of
the data applied and their reliability. In this regard, stress tests conducted by IMF staff for
financial surveillance purposes are typically undertaken in close collaboration with
supervisory authorities. In many instances, staff is given access to the necessary granular,
supervisory data during FSAPs (on agreement of strict confidentiality); data quality is further
enhanced when individual financial institutions participate in the exercise.
Approach
In FSAPs, surveillance stress testing of banks’ solvency risk usually consists of a “top-down”
(TD) approach, which is sometimes combined with a “bottom-up” (BU) approach. These are
carried out in the following manner:


TD tests are conducted by IMF staff or by the authorities or by both, typically in close
collaboration with one another. In these exercises, tests are either conducted using
the data of individual banks and then aggregated, or on an aggregated group of banks
to analyze the impact of pre-defined shocks on the system as a whole. A common
macrofinancial environment is assumed and a standardized set of behavioral
assumptions (see below) is applied across the board. TD stress tests may be used as a
standalone analysis or to complement the BU exercise, if one is conducted.



The BU approach is used by FSAP teams where authorities are supportive of having
individual institutions conduct their own stress tests and banks have sufficient
expertise to do so. In the BU approach, individual institutions run the stress tests
using their own internal risk models and data. As with the TD approach, common
macroeconomic shocks and selected standardized assumptions are prescribed by IMF
staff to isolate the impact of shocks on banks’ financial soundness in order to identify
specific vulnerabilities.

IMF staff advocates conducting both BU and TD stress tests, as much as possible, to enrich
the surveillance analysis in FSAPs. Each approach has its strengths and weaknesses and is
considered complementary for cross-validation purposes, rather than as substitutes for one
another. The process of reconciling the BU and TD results is usually an important learning
process in itself, with any divergence in the results from the two approaches usually traced to
differences in either the model design, the scope of the stress testing exercise (including the
type of underlying data used), behavioral assumptions and/or modeling of sensitivities. For
instance, bank-specific assumptions and the application of internal models based on more

Table 2. A Framework for Macroprudential Bank Solvency Stress Testing
Framework/Components
1. Scope
Approach
Coverage
Data

2. Scenario design
Risk horizon
Scenarios
Risks

Other assumptions
3. Regulatory capital standards
Capital definition
Capital adequacy

4. Methodology
Stress test model
Modeling of macro-financial linkages
5. Communication
Presentation of output
Publication

Source: Authors.

Illustrative Example

Bottom-up (BU)
Top-down (TD)
Institutions
Market share
Source
Cut-off date
Reporting basis

By individual banks.
By authorities; by IMF.
Number of banks.
Percentage of banking sector assets.
Banks' own, supervisory and public data.
End of last fiscal year.
Unconsolidated banking groups, domestic businesses only.

Multi-period
Instantaneous
Baseline
Growth shocks
Key risk(s)
Other risks covered in scenario analysis
Other tests/risks
Balance sheet growth
Credit growth
Dividend pay-out rule
Other business strategy considerations
Taxes

1-5 years.

Domestic
International
Metrics

IMF World Economic Outlook projections.
Double-dip recession and protracted slow growth.
Credit risk.
Sovereign risk, funding risk, exchange rate risk.
Sensitivity analysis of credit and market risks; network analysis of spillover risk.
Growth of balance sheet in line with nominal GDP.
Credit growth based on satellite model.
Historical payout ratio.
No asset disposal allowed.
Uniform (local corporate income) tax rate.

Hurdle rate(s)
Changes in RWA

Local regulatory requirements.
Basel III transition.
Amount of recapitalization required (in domestic currency); total capital, Tier 1 and
core Tier 1.
In line with Basel III transition schedule.
RWA calculated using Basel II formula.

Accounting-based
Market-price based
Satellite models

Balance sheet approach (e.g., Schmieder and others, 2011).
Systemic contingent claims analysis (Jobst and Gray, forthcoming).
Econometric models for credit losses, income, credit growth, etc..

Template(s)
Medium

Standardized output template for individual BU results provided to banks and
Results published in FSSA; Technical Note published.
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Factors that management control

Key Elements

13
granular data can lead to differences in the projection of profits and losses—and
consequently the impact on the capital ratios—for individual banks under the various
scenarios.
The decision as to whether BU stress tests are conducted to complement TD tests or if TD
stress tests are performed by country authorities or by IMF staff, or jointly, is mostly made
on an ad-hoc, country-by-country basis. It is usually based on data and resource availability,
and on the receptiveness and degree of involvement by authorities. Around half of the FSAPs
to the major countries since 2010 have run both BU and TD tests (e.g., Australia, China,
France, India, Indonesia, Japan, Mexico, Russia, Turkey and the United Kingdom). TD tests
are either conducted by the IMF team only (e.g., Indonesia, Netherlands, Turkey, Saudi
Arabia, Sweden, India and Australia) or by the authorities only (e.g., Luxembourg, Russia
and Japan), or in some cases, separately by both, using different methods (e.g., China,
France, Mexico and the United Kingdom).
The solvency stress testing of the banking sector in the 2011 United Kingdom FSAP Update
epitomizes the necessary collaboration among country authorities, the IMF and individual
financial institutions (IMF, 2011a). In this instance, both BU and TD solvency stress tests are
conducted (together with TD liquidity risk stress tests). BU stress tests are run by the seven
major U.K. banks, in close coordination with the FSAP team and the Financial Services
Authority (Figure 2). At the same time, TD tests are separately performed by the Bank of
England (BoE) using its Risk Assessment Model for Systemic Institutions (RAMSI) and by
the FSAP team using the Systemic Contingent Claims Analysis (SCCA) model, applying
macroeconomic forecasts and projections from the IMF and FSA, respectively, and satellite
model outputs from the BoE.
Coverage
The coverage of a stress test is crucial for the usefulness and thus credibility of the exercise.
Ideally, surveillance stress testing of the banking sector for macroprudential purposes should
include all institutions, if data availability and resources permit. Realistically, all systemically
important institutions, as well as second-tier banks which are potentially systemic depending
on circumstances, should be covered. Smaller institutions which may be considered at risk
could also be included.
FSAPs typically focus on stress testing the major commercial banks in their respective
jurisdictions. The market share coverage of the banks included in the various major country
stress testing exercises has been 60 percent or more of the total assets of the sector and up to
100 percent in six of the 18 major countries in which FSAPs have been conducted since 2010
(e.g., Brazil, India, Indonesia, Japan, Luxembourg and Russia) usually determined in
collaboration with the authorities. Where resource constraints dictate that only a small
sample of banks can be considered, especially in the case of BU stress tests, the usual
practice is to focus on the obviously systemic institutions.
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The identification of systemically important domestic banks is still not clear-cut. While some
banks are of obvious systemic importance in their own respective countries and their
selection for stress tests is indisputable, the difficulty has been in identifying those that are
systemic at the margins, e.g., some of the smaller institutions which may have the potential to
become systemic depending on the environment at a particular point in time (IMF/BIS/FSB,
2009). Thus, the definition of what constitutes a systemic bank remains largely ad hoc in
IMF-related stress testing exercises, and a more structured approach is desirable. The BCBS
methodology for identifying global systemically important banks (G-SIBs) has facilitated this
process (BCBS, 2011; FSB, 2011), while the guidelines on the implementation of
supervisory measures for domestic systemically important banks (D-SIBs) and the policy
recommendations by the Financial Stability Board (FSB, 2012) for their identification
represents another positive step in this direction (BCBS, 2012b).
Data
The availability and sufficiency of timely and reliable data underpin the robustness and
credibility of the stress test results. The type, quantity and quality of data play a crucial role
in determining the stress tests that can be conducted, the risks that are possible to cover and
the models that may be applied in the tests (Howard, 2009). As much as possible, FSAP
stress tests utilize the latest audited and corresponding supervisory data alongside the latest
macroeconomic projections, all of which contribute to the determination of the appropriate
cut-off date. In situations where the authorities are less forthcoming, IMF staff relies on
publicly available data on individual banks, which may be less granular. Supervisory data
have been provided in almost all major country FSAPs to date. In 17 out of 18 cases,
supervisory authorities have made available to IMF teams the relevant data from regulatory
returns, which are usually supplemented by publicly available information; only in one
instance was staff wholly dependent on public information for the stress testing exercise.
One area in which there has been little standardization across FSAPs is the nature of
consolidation of bank financial data applied to the stress tests. While about half of the FSAPs
to date have used consolidated banking group data for the stress tests (e.g., Australia, China,
Brazil, France, Japan, Netherlands, Sweden, the United Kingdom and the United States),
most of the others have utilized unconsolidated local entity data (e.g., Germany, India,
Luxembourg, Mexico, Russia, Spain and Turkey).
The main focus of bilateral FSAPs is typically on the domestic banking system, which
suggests that data of banks’ local businesses should be utilized on a local-consolidated basis.
Such data would avoid double counting local business operations. The use of consolidated
level data would not allow consideration of issues such as ring-fencing of subsidiary profits,
capital and liquidity by host countries, which may be important for large international groups
(Cerutti and Schmieder, 2012). That said, the decision as to which type of data to use may
sometimes be moot as it could be constrained by the type of data that are collected for
supervisory purposes.

Figure 2. Example of IMF Stress Testing Exercise: U.K. FSAP Update
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The use of forward-looking market data and other variables reflecting point-in-time risks to
complement accounting information is growing, especially for data-rich advanced
economies. Market data have been found to add value to the analysis insofar as it provides
corroborating evidence of market perceptions of what existing book values represent. They
can also be used as a benchmark for internal ratings based (IRB) parameters—i.e., those
derived from banks’ own credit risk models to quantify required capital—and for other risks,
namely, market risk and operational risk.
An important caution with regard to stress testing in general lies in the use and interpretation
of the data. Expert judgment is a crucial supplement to the quantitative approach at all times.
It should also be emphasized that FSAPs do not conduct audits of banks’ accounts and
therefore cannot corroborate the quality of the reported data used in stress tests. In instances
where staff may be concerned about the effects of issues such as loan misclassifications
and/or lender forbearance on the accuracy of the data, caveats should be explicitly noted
(e.g., Spain and the United Kingdom).
B. Scenario Design
Risk horizon
For surveillance purposes, the choice of a risk horizon is important in terms of designing an
exercise that would yield valuable information for policy discussions. Covering a longer risk
horizon for macro-scenario solvency stress tests offers several benefits, namely: (i) major
macrofinancial distress events typically have a lasting impact spanning several years,
especially in the case of credit risk; and (ii) regulatory reforms are likely to be protracted and
take several years to implement (e.g., the implementation of Basel III). While the degree of
uncertainty also increases as the risk horizon lengthens, surveillance stress testing is not a
forecasting exercise; rather, the exercise should adequately capture any medium-term effects
of shocks. In contrast, sensitivity tests are usually applied to assess instantaneous shocks.
It is important to balance consistency of the risk horizon across countries with the usefulness
of the findings for individual country circumstances. As in other aspects of stress testing,
expert judgment is crucial—while major country FSAPs typically apply a five-year risk
horizon in their macro-scenario design, exceptions may be made in cases where staff is of the
view that the application of a longer sample period may be unconstructive. As an example,
the FSAP stress test for Spain applies a 2-year risk horizon to accommodate the rapidly
changing financial landscape as a result of ongoing restructuring efforts (IMF, 2012b). In the
majority of emerging market economies, whose banking systems are less mature (e.g.,
Indonesia, China, Turkey, Mexico), risk horizons of between 1–3 years have been used.
Stress scenarios
Stress tests are based on scenario shocks and/or sensitivity analysis. In scenario tests, a
baseline scenario is first established and post-shock assessments are made relative to the
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baseline scenario. In FSAPs, the IMF’s World Economic Outlook (WEO) projections are
typically used as the baseline for stress tests. Stress scenarios are then defined based on either
historical simulation; hypothetical scenarios that have not yet happened but are particularly
relevant given specific vulnerabilities in banks’ portfolios; or ad-hoc expert judgment. The
stress scenarios are then applied consistently across banks within the same system.
One of two approaches is to construct the appropriate stress scenarios for FSAP solvency
tests, depending on the availability of data and the modeling capabilities. Scenarios may
reflect a hypothetical state of risk parameters under stress affecting solvency conditions (the
“direct approach”), which is often used in the case of ad-hoc scenarios or historical
simulation, or be based on adverse macroeconomic scenarios, which need to be translated
into financial stress parameters (the “indirect approach”). The latter approach consists of:


An estimation of economic and financial variables conditional on the macroeconomic
scenario. Common methods for predicting economic and financial variables
conditional upon certain macroeconomic conditions include: (i) structural
econometric models; (ii) vector autoregressive (VAR) methods; and (iii) pure
statistical approaches (Foglia, 2008). As a general rule, these macrofinancial linkages
would need to be clearly documented and back-tested.



The translation of these economic and financial variables into financial risk
parameters via various types of “satellite” (or auxiliary) models. This step links
different macrofinancial shocks, reflected in macroeconomic variables, to the main
determinants of bank solvency, i.e., pre-impairment profit, impairments and riskweighted assets (RWA), since macroeconomic models do not usually include
financial balance sheet variables (and credit aggregates in particular). Common
explanatory variables include:
(i)

macroeconomic variables, such as economic growth, unemployment, short- and
long-term interest rates, inflation, and exchange rates;
(ii) sectoral (asset price) indicators, such as residential and commercial real estate
prices and equity market conditions (Figure 3); as well as
(iii) micro-level data, such as bank-specific credit growth (e.g., deleveraging under
severe stress conditions), which could also be modeled as a macroeconomic
variable, operational/financial leverage and funding gaps.
Recent FSAPs have attempted to introduce similarly severe macro-scenario shocks in the
respective solvency stress tests. The aim has been to facilitate the identification of other
factors that drive differences across institutions and to facilitate comparisons across peer
countries. Growth shocks are defined in terms of standard deviations from long-term
historical averages, usually one (mild adverse) and/or two (severe adverse) standard
deviations, over varying periods as deemed appropriate. For example, the four standard
deviation shock imposed on the Australian banking system is estimated over a 50-year
period, whereas the two standard deviation shock applied to several EU countries is
calculated over a 30-year period. In about half the exercises, a prolonged slow growth
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scenario is also included as a separate stress (e.g., Australia, Brazil, China, Germany, Japan,
Turkey, Sweden, the United Kingdom and the United States).
Flexibility in the scenario design remains key, even though the application of these shock
magnitudes have become more or less a general rule of thumb for recent FSAPs. The
prevailing macroeconomic environment and main risks to financial stability should continue
to drive the decision as to what constitutes the most appropriate and credible tail shock
scenario(s) for a particular financial system. For example, the issue of overheating was a key
risk for Turkey at the time of its FSAP and was therefore incorporated into the design of the
stress scenario. For Spain, the one standard deviation shock applied takes into account a
revised baseline that took into account the rapidly deteriorating economic outlook and a
fiscal adjustment.
Nonetheless, there remains significant room for improvement in this area of the IMF’s stress
testing work, notably, from a spillover perspective. A current weakness is the inability of
IMF staff to extend the shock scenarios for the home country in question to consistently and
comprehensively quantify the impact that such scenarios may have on the macro
environments of other countries where the international banks in question are active. In such
cases, IMF staff sometimes has to rely on the banks themselves to estimate the corresponding
scenarios in their footprint countries in BU exercises, potentially giving rise to
inconsistencies in projections, and thus the resulting impact on banks’ financial performance
and position possibly for the same countries.
FSAP stress scenarios emphasize the importance of tail risks. The tests are aimed at
identifying the vulnerabilities of a country’s financial system and the ability of its
supervisory and crisis management frameworks to deal with the realization of extreme but
plausible risks. In the U.K. FSAP, for instance, capital losses are estimated for a 0.1 percent
probability event (IMF, 2011a and 2011b)—the U.K. Financial Services Authority (FSA) had
ascribed a two percent probability to a two standard deviation shock to growth materializing
(FSA, 2011) and the IMF’s model subsequently calculates capital losses at the 95th percentile
of this scenario (i.e., falling into the 5 percent tail of the scenario distribution), i.e.,
0.05  0.02 = 0.001. That said, it is sometimes difficult to convince national authorities of the
importance of running extreme tail scenarios that would show the demise of their financial
institutions or system. A useful way forward may be to also run reverse stress tests, i.e.,
stress tests that aim to determine scenarios that would cause a bank to become insolvent.
Separately, sensitivity tests provide useful information on the immediate impact of individual
shocks. These are usually applied as the only type of stress tests for financial systems with
little or poor quality data, or to complement the scenario analyses conducted on more
complex financial systems. Several risk factors could also be combined to determine the
impact of concurrent multiple shocks to a system. Sensitivity analysis has been conducted in
the majority of major country FSAPs stress testing exercises on various market risk factors.
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Figure 3. Example of Macro Scenarios for Stress Testing: U.K. FSAP Update
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Risk factors
The selection of main risk drivers to incorporate and the choice(s) and manner in which they
are integrated (or not) have significant bearing on the stress test results. The focus on risks in
FSAP solvency stress tests, and thus the manner of tests conducted, has evolved and
expanded over time and indeed sharpened following the global financial crisis. FSAPs
attempt to cover all key risks borne by a financial institution and the system as a whole. Prior
to the global financial crisis, these tests have focused largely on credit and market risks (e.g.,
interest rates, exchange rates, equity, credit spreads and commodity prices). While these risks
remain the mainstay of FSAP solvency stress tests, lessons learned since the onset of the
crisis have also motivated the inclusion of additional types of exposures.
Risks which had previously been in the periphery have taken center stage in the design of
FSAP stress tests in the throes of the current crisis. They include:


Exposures to sovereign and other previously low-default assets. Prior to the global
financial crisis, exposures to sovereign debt did not figure prominently in stress tests,
if at all. They were considered “risk free” and were typically assigned the lowest
(often zero) risk weightings for regulatory capital requirements under the Basel
framework. However, recent FSAPs have acknowledged rising sovereign risks by
estimating the potential asset price losses for such exposures. The future yield-tomaturity (and the corresponding haircut) of a bond of a given country can be
determined based on the impact of changes to the individual sovereign credit risk on
its bond price (Jobst and others, forthcoming). The same issue applies to other
previously low-default portfolios, such as holdings of bank debt. Shocks to bank
holdings of sovereign assets have been incorporated into the recent FSAP stress tests
in S-25 EU countries, as well as Japan; and some have also applied the same
treatment to portfolios of bank debt.



Banking and trading books. For securities, stress tests had previously considered
shocks to trading books only, largely because longer horizons were not covered.
However, some institutions moved their securities to banking books during the crisis,
supported, in some cases, by regulatory forbearance, underscoring the need for stress
tests to cover securities in all accounts. FSAP stress tests now attempt to estimate
valuation losses in both the available-for-sale (AfS) portfolio—which are not
included in net income but put through a reserve under shareholders’ equity, unlike
those associated with the trading book—and the hold-to-maturity (HtM) portfolio in
the banking book (modeled via provisions). However, not all country authorities are
receptive to a comprehensive application of shocks to banks’ securities holdings. In
the FSAP stress tests for France, Japan, the Netherlands, Sweden and the United
Kingdom, valuation haircuts are applied to both portfolios (excluding the “AAA”rated sovereigns in the HtM portfolio), but only to the AfS portfolio in the case of
Russia and Spain.



Funding costs. The experience from the global financial crisis has emphasized the
importance of incorporating the impact of rising funding costs on bank solvency (as
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part of the simulation of income under stress more generally). Funding costs change
disproportionately to changes in solvency conditions, rising sharply as a bank’s
capital position worsens (especially for banks with sizeable portions of wholesale
funding). Stress test calculations link net funding costs (simulating the impact on both
assets and liabilities) to income. The explicit incorporation of funding costs into
FSAP solvency stress tests is a nascent practice (e.g., France, Germany, Sweden and
the United Kingdom) and is not yet widely implemented even for the major countries.


Off-balance sheet items. The crisis saw the realization of contingent liabilities arising
from explicit and implicit guarantees of investment vehicles that contributed to the
sudden realization of large losses. Thus, incorporating off-balance sheet positions that
could give rise to such contingent liabilities (such as guarantees, commitments, and
derivatives) is important to adequately capture the impact of extreme stress on all
relevant exposures. That said, such data are not as readily available especially from
public and sometimes even supervisory sources.



Cross-border exposures. Prior to the crisis, credit risk tests focused largely on banks’
exposures to domestic corporate and households, paying scant attention to their
overseas exposures (through branches and subsidiaries). Since then, FSAPs have
incorporated spillover risks in the form of network (e.g., Australia, France, Japan and
Spain) and ring-fencing (e.g., Spain) analyses as separate modules in the TD
approach. In some cases, international banks are required to take into account shocks
to the countries in which they are active, in the BU assessments (e.g., the United
Kingdom).

The modeling of impairment parameters has also taken on significant import during the
crisis. Estimates of credit losses, usually simulated via probabilities of default (PDs) and
losses given default (LGDs) and the resulting potential losses under stress should account for
differences in banks’ respective business models and/or specific risks. The decision as to
whether through-the-cycle (TTC) or point-in-time (PIT) PDs (and LGDs) should be applied
at various points in the economic cycle could have significant impact on the stress test
results. In order to form a view on current risks, it is desirable to use PIT risk parameters
especially during stressed periods. Another key challenge in FSAPs is to ensure the
availability of these parameters for the universe (or at least the majority) of banks tested, and
if necessary, to proxy by other methods, such as from loan loss provisions (Schmieder and
others, 2011).
Factors that management control
Standardized prescriptions which control for strategic decisions and behavioral adjustments
are particularly important for surveillance stress tests. Specifically, common assumptions on
factors that management control ensure that findings on the capital adequacy of banks under
adverse macroeconomic conditions can be analyzed in a consistent and comparable manner.
In FSAPs, common assumptions are especially pertinent for BU stress tests which use own
internal models, albeit sacrificing flexibility and some degree of realism. Assumptions
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adopted in FSAPs are also typically (and appropriately) on the conservative side. The main
behavioral variables include:


Balance sheet growth. This assumption determines the trend growth in core items on
the assets and liabilities sides of banks’ balance sheets. FSAP stress tests typically
assume constant (i.e., growing with nominal GDP or some pre-defined rule) or static
balance sheets (possibly in combination with a constant credit portfolio). Indeed,
major country FSAPs to date have been split almost evenly on the adoption of either
assumption.



Credit growth. In FSAPs, credit growth assumptions are usually based on models
(e.g., Brazil, Spain and Sweden) or on descriptive empirical evidence (e.g., Turkey)
and expert judgment. More broadly, it is assumed that banks under stress are likely to
reduce lending in line with a slowdown or reversal in balance sheet growth, usually
consistent with changes in nominal GDP.



Dividend payout. The assessment of potential capital shortfalls takes into account
assumptions regarding dividend payouts. In most of the major country FSAPs, the
dividend payout is assumed to be zero under stress. For the others, assumptions
include payouts based on Basel III capital conservation standards (e.g., Sweden) or on
historical ratios (e.g., Brazil, France and Japan); the general rule is that dividends are
assumed to be paid only by banks that satisfy all three measures of capital adequacy,
as relevant (i.e., total capital, Tier 1 and core/common equity Tier 1) after making
adequate provisions for asset impairments and transfers of profits to statutory
reserves, which banks must keep on hand to meet their obligations to depositors.



Strategic changes and asset disposal. FSAP stress tests typically do not consider
changes to business operations that require managerial involvement, such as plans to
increase operational efficiencies. Moreover, non-realized and/or strategic disposals
(e.g., loan books in run-off or sales of non-core businesses) or acquisitions (except
when there are legally binding commitments under competition rules, e.g., as agreed
with European Commission in the case of EU countries) are generally eschewed.
Firms are also assumed to replace maturing exposures unless there is a sound basis
for assuming that this will not happen (e.g., deleveraging plans for banks in IMF
program countries).

There is not necessarily a specific “best practice” associated with each assumption on the
factors that bank management controls. However, conservatism should be an important
consideration. FSAPs have sought to ensure some uniformity in their application where
possible, and to match their specific relevance to the country in question. Detailed guidance
on these assumptions is usually provided for FSAP stress tests as relevant (Appendix II).
C. Capital Standards
The capital standards applied in a stress test comprise several components, which are key in
the determination of bank solvency—the main objective of the stress test and therefore
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critical to measure appropriately. The main elements underpinning a capital assessment are:
(i) the definition of capital; and (ii) the calculation of capital adequacy, which requires
decisions on the capital metric(s), hurdle rate(s), assumptions on RWA, and the nature of
data consolidation. In the event that capital shortfalls arise under stress, the amount of
potential recapitalization needed post-stress are estimated. From a transparency perspective,
the composition of the various definitions of capital that are applicable to a particular
jurisdiction would ideally be disclosed (Appendix III), along with information on the planned
adoption of regulatory changes—e.g., phasing-out of some types of eligible capital (BCBS,
2010a and 2010b)—over the stress test risk horizon.
The definition of capital applied in FSAPs is usually that required by local regulations. Use
of the Basel I definition among the major countries is rare (e.g., Indonesia, and specific
groups of banks for the United States). With almost all major countries having adopted Basel
II (BCBS, 2012c) and many in transition to Basel III (BCBS, 2012d), capital definitions used
in FSAP stress tests depend on the jurisdiction under consideration.2 They either:


follow Basel II requirements (e.g., Australia, India, Indonesia, Luxembourg,
Netherlands, Turkey, Russia and the United States):



change in line with the Basel III transition schedule for those that are moving to the
new regime (e.g., Brazil, France, Japan, Spain and Sweden); in a couple of cases, own
national transitional schedules are applied (e.g., Brazil and Japan);



use benchmark parameters from the BCBS’ Sixth Quantitative Impact Study (QIS-6;
BCBS, 2010a)—a comprehensive study to ascertain the impact of Basel III on the
global banking system—to simulate the likely impact of regulatory reforms on bank
solvency (e.g., Germany and the United Kingdom, where a separate and additional
transitioning arrangement is also included for the BU exercise in the form of the
interim capital regime); or



apply a separate local regulatory capital definition (i.e., Mexico).

Capital metrics, and hence the appropriate hurdle rates, which are used to define bank
solvency typically vary across countries. For countries where the Basel II capital definition is
applied, total regulatory capital is used to determine the hurdle rate. Where the Basel III
transition or a national modified version is applied, the metrics usually comprise total capital,
Tier 1 capital and core Tier 1 capital, along with the associated Basel III hurdle rates
(Table 3) or the national requirements, respectively. On a couple of occasions, the hurdles
rates have included the capital conservation buffer (e.g., France and Japan), while the loss
absorbency requirement for G-SIBs is also captured in one case (i.e., France). In a few cases,
hurdle rates are set in line with existing regulatory standards (e.g., Australia and Netherlands
2

As at end-2012, 11 out of 19 jurisdictions had implemented Basel III rules (Ingves, 2013).
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and the United Kingdom as an additional benchmark). In one instance, the 2019 Basel III
target for core Tier 1 is applied as a supplementary benchmark for crisis credibility purposes
(i.e., Spain).
The manner in which RWA is assumed to change over the risk horizon is another important
variable in determining capital adequacy. Although the rising riskiness of assets in stress
scenarios has to be recognized—as implied by the positive relationship between RWA
(i.e., potential worst-case losses) and default risk (and the resulting recovery rates) in
economic capital models and the credit risk assumptions underpinning Basel II—actual
practice has varied across major country FSAPs to date, namely:


RWA are kept constant (e.g., China, Japan and Mexico);



RWA weights are kept constant, but the total RWA amounts are adjusted for credit
growth and/or credit losses. It corresponds approximately to the evolution of RWA
for banks using the Basel II Standardized Approach (e.g., Russia, Saudi Arabia and
Spain);



RWA weights change under stress due to changes in the risk profile, in addition to the
effects from asset growth (e.g., France, Germany, Japan, Luxembourg, Netherlands
and the United Kingdom). It is consistent with the rules for risk weights according to
Basel II, 2.5, and III, which are either implicitly captured (e.g., based on QIS
information, such as for Germany and the United Kingdom), or are treated more
explicitly (e.g., France). In other words, the evolution of RWA is determined by
changes in the estimated PDs and LGDs on a firm and/or portfolio level for IRB
banks, while accounting for the evolution of total credit exposure under stress. For
some countries, implicit IRB risk weights were simulated, to reflect the economic risk
profile of banks that are still under the standardized approach (e.g., Brazil); or



RWA for operational and market risks are often assumed to remain unchanged, or to
change proportionally with the changes in RWA for credit risk (mainly for market
risk). FSAP stress tests are typically based on the assumption that the asset structure
of banks remains the same during the stress test horizon, i.e., that banks do not
replace maturing loans with securities, which are assigned different (usually lower)
risk-weights.
D. Method

Once the key elements of the stress testing framework have been determined, one or more
quantitative stress testing methods are used to estimate capital adequacy under projected
financial stress. However, the stress testing literature to date provides little guidance on the
selection and application of appropriate models in different circumstances. This issue has
given rise to questions about the consistency and comparability of FSAP stress test results
across countries and their implications for the associated stability analysis.

Table 3. Original Basel III Transition Schedule
Basel II and III: Current and Phase-In Arrangements
(All dates are as at January 1)
2011

Leverage ratio

2012

2013

Supervisory monitoring

2.0%

Minimum Common Equity Capital Ratio

2.0%

Capital Conservation Buffer
Minimum Common Equity plus Capital
Conservation Buffer

3.5%

3.5%

2015

2016

2017

2018

Parallel run

Migration

1 Jan 2013 - 1 Jan 2017

to

Disclosure starts 1 Jan 2015

Pillar 1

4.0%

4.5%

As of 1
January
2019

4.5%

4.5%

4.5%

4.5%

0.625%

1.250%

1.875%

2.5%

4.0%

4.5%

5.125%

5.750%

6.375%

7.0%

20.0%

40.0%

60.0%

80.0%

100.0%

100.0%

Minimum Tier 1 Capital

4.0%

4.0%

4.5%

5.5%

6.0%

6.0%

6.0%

6.0%

6.0%

Minimum Total Capital

8.0%

8.0%

8.0%

8.0%

8.0%

8.0%

8.0%

8.0%

8.0%

8.0%

8.0%

8.0%

8.6%

9.3%

9.9%

10.5%

Minimum Total Capital plus conservation buffer
Capital Instruments that no longer qualify as noncore Tier 1 capital or Tier 2 capital

Liquidity coverage ratio

Phased out over 10 year horizon beginning 2013
Observation
period
begins
Observation
period
begins

Net stable funding ratio

Currently Basel II.

Introduce
minimum
standard
Introduce
minimum
standard

Transition to Basel III.

Source: BCBS.
Note: See BCBS (2010b and 2010c) and Appendix III for capital definitions. According to recent revisions to the liquidity risk framework under Basel III (BCBS, 2013) the introduction of
the Liquidity Coverage Ratio (LCR) will now be graduated. Specifically, the LCR will be introduced as planned on 1 January 1, 2015, but the minimum requirement will begin at 60
percent, rising in equal annual steps of 10 percentage points to reach 100 percent on January 1, 2019.
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Phase-in of Deductions from CET1(including
amounts exceeding the limit for DIAs, MSRs and
financials)

2014
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A comprehensive FSAP solvency stress testing exercise would preferably comprise three
components: a balance sheet module, a portfolio model utilizing market information and
spillover analysis. Balance sheet-based methods cover a wide range of items for which
granular data tend to be most accessible and thus represent the core of solvency stress tests.
Portfolio models are better able to capture dependencies and thus facilitate the computation
of tail risks, provided that market data are available (see below). Spillover analysis, which
captures contagion risk and feedback effects, has become an important element of solvency
stress tests in increasingly interconnected financial systems; however, the development of
robust models in this area remains nascent (e.g., Espinosa-Vega and Solé, 2011), in large part
due to data limitations.
Macroeconomic and satellite modelling
System-wide stress tests that are informed by adverse macroeconomic conditions affecting
the profitability and solvency of banks necessitate the use of satellite models, which help
project the impact of key sources of risk. Specifically, satellite models are used to determine
credit losses and various components of profit, including funding costs, under various
scenarios. Under each stress scenario, macro and financial sector variables are projected as
input into the solvency stress tests (Figure 4). These would have a bearing on the net interest
income, non-interest income, trading income, credit growth and credit losses of banks.
Satellite models can be run at the economy level, sectoral level and also at the level of
individual banks or of one of their specific portfolios.
The construction of satellite models typically comprises three key steps. They are:
(i)

the choice of the estimation method;

(ii)

the selection of the dependent variable and a set of potential explanatory variables that
form the initial model specification; and

(iii) the iterative process of fitting the model (and completing robustness checks).
Various types of modeling may be used. These include time series analysis, regression
models (e.g., OLS regression, logistic regression, and panel data analysis) and structural
models (Foglia, 2008; Drehmann, 2009). Most major country FSAP stress tests have
typically relied on the authorities’ satellite models, on the basis that these models would have
undergone repeated calibrations and robustness checks over time. The FSAP team sometimes
cross-validates with IMF staff’s own satellite models in parallel TD tests (see Figures 5 and 6
for application in U.K. FSAP Update).

Figure 4. General Representation of Satellite Modeling in Bank Solvency Stress Testing
Stress event
(applied macroeconomic
shock)
Financial shocks, e.g.
haircuts to securities
portfolios (consistent
with macroeconomic
scenarios)

Macroeconomic models
(impact of stress event
on macroeconomic
variables

Satellite models
(“translation”)
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Impact on bank
financials (P&L, balance
sheet)

Credit growth
Source: Authors.

Components of preprovision income

Credit losses

Other, e.g., dividend
payout

Figure 5. Example of Satellite Model Estimations for Bank Solvency Stress Testing: U.K. FSAP Update

IMF

FSA and BoE

Macroeconomic
scenarios
WEO baseline
Double-dip mild
Double-dip severe

Source: IMF (2011a).
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Slow growth

Real GDP
growth

Short-term
interest rates

BoE

Figure 6. Example of Application of Satellite Model Outputs to Top-down Bank Solvency Stress Test Models: U.K.
FSAP Update

Macroeconomic scenarios

RAMSI

Systemic CCA

Macro-financial variables

Satellite models
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Short-term interest rates
Long-term interest rates
Inflation (CPI)
Unemployment
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• Funding cost
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banking sector
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Net interest income
Non-interest income

Satellite Model 1
Dynamic panel
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Satellite Model 2
Adjust option
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operating profit
only

Trading income
Operating expenses
Credit losses

System assets
loss distribution

Capital ratios
Source: IMF (2011a).
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sector risk
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Idiosyncratic variables
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Stress test models
There is no one specific stress test model that is perfectly suited for a particular financial
system. What is important is that the model is able to adequately capture the complexity,
uniqueness and idiosyncrasies of that system, subject to data availability. In this context, an
important challenge in FSAPs has been to ensure that appropriate stress test model(s) are
applied on each occasion. FSAP stress tests for simple financial systems with a
predominantly domestic financial sector are normally less resource intensive and require
less-sophisticated models. In contrast, stress tests of more complex systems have applied
correspondingly more advanced stress testing methods to capture the gamut of risks.
The stress testing methods that are applied to estimate capital adequacy under projected
financial stress are based on either a deterministic or stochastic framework. Deterministic
approaches are predicated on prudential information in balance sheet based stress test
specifications, while stochastic frameworks incorporate uncertainty around these accounting
identities using historical volatility and/or market information, usually in the context of
portfolio-based models. Both approaches allow for running scenario or sensitivity analysis.
It is important to be aware of the differences between different stress testing methods and
their implications for the results. As a general rule, the more sophisticated the model, the
higher the chances of estimation uncertainty, an issue which needs to be taken into account
when drawing policy conclusions from stress tests. At the same time, simpler methods might
be inadequate for highly interconnected and complex banking sectors with large credit and
market risk exposures. When different approaches (TD, BU) and models are used in an
FSAP, the results are cross-validated and the differences reconciled; discussions on the
assumptions and caveats attached to the different models are also included in the write-up.
There is still significant room for improvement in stress test modeling. For instance, existing
FSAP stress tests do not adequately capture feedback effects beyond the initial impact of
macroeconomic shocks on the banking sector, despite some recent work in this area (Vitek
and Bayoumi, 2011). An important reason is that the interaction between adverse
macroeconomic scenarios, such as changes in credit aggregates, and firm-level financial
soundness complicates the specification of feedback effects (BIS, 2009). The literature and
the actual use of stress test models that incorporate feedback effects from the financial sector
to the general economy remains very limited to date (Alfaro and Drehmann, 2009).
A suite of stress testing models is currently used by IMF staff for surveillance stress testing.
They can be categorized into two broad strands, supplemented by a third, and are discussed
below. These approaches are not mutually exclusive in that there are overlaps in the types of
data that are utilized (Table 4 and Figure 7). IMF staff is presently cataloguing models
developed within the institution to improve transparency in the models used in FSAPs and
other areas of IMF work (Čihák and Ong, forthcoming).

Table 4. Scorecard on Data and IMF Stress Test Models
Data Quality
Detailed Data

Data Type

Basic Data
Balance sheet
Macroeconomic
Supervisory
Market
Inter-bank

Model

Shock









Accountingbased

Balance
sheet
approach








Accounting- Accounting- Market price- Market pricebased
based
based
based
incorporating
macrofinancial
models
Balance
sheet
approach

Network
approach

Extremevalue theory
approach

Co-risk










Accounting- Accounting- Market pricebased
based
and market
price-based incorporating incorporating
macromacroincorporating
financial
financial
macromodels
models
financial
models
Systemic
Satellite
Distress
contingent
models
dependence
claims
framework
analysis

Sensitivity
Macro
Sensitivity
Sensitivity
Sensitivity
Macro
Macro
Macro
analysis
scenarios
analysis
analysis
analysis
scenarios
scenarios
scenarios
Source: Čihák and Ong (forthcoming).
Note: For descriptions of models, see: Espinosa-Vega and Solé (2011) for the network approach; Chan-Lau and others (2012) for the extreme
value theory approach; Jobst and Gray (2013) and Gray and Jobst (2011) for systemic contingent claims analysis; Segoviano and Padilla
(2006) for the distress dependence framework.
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Stress Test Elements

Methodology





Figure 7. Stress Test Models Developed by IMF Staff
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Source: Čihák and Ong (forthcoming).
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The accounting-based (balance sheet) approach
This approach has the longest history of use. It is applicable to the widest range of countries
(advanced, emerging and developing economies) given its relative simplicity (e.g.,
simulations could be done in a spreadsheet). It has the added attraction of directly producing
results in terms of regulatory variables (e.g., capital adequacy ratios). A variety of such tools
suitable for banking systems at various levels of development have been developed by IMF
staff and deployed for FSAPs and other surveillance work and through technical assistance
(Čihák, 2007; Ong and others, 2010; Schmieder and others, 2011). This approach remains the
cornerstone of FSAP stress testing and continues to be applied even in the largest, most
systemic financial systems as evidenced by its application in all major country FSAPs to
date. The network model used for spillover analysis in FSAPs (i.e., Espinosa-Vega and Solé,
2011) can also be considered an accounting-based approach.
Market price-based models
The market price-based models are often built on portfolio risk management techniques and
typically derive concise “systemic risk measures” from estimated dependencies among
different risk factors. These risks (e.g., sovereign, credit and market) are typically excluded
when modeling the default risk of each institution in isolation (Segoviano and Padilla, 2006;
Gray and others, 2010; Gray and Jobst, 2011; Jobst and Gray, 2013). Unlike accounting
values, risk-based measures of solvency take into account the following considerations to
inform the assessment of capital adequacy under stressful conditions (Figure 8):


The possibility that institutions may fail simultaneously (joint default risk). Most
conventional stress tests do not account for default dependencies across institutions,
i.e., when one risk factor increases the likelihood of realization of other risk factors
(with common shocks affecting multiple firms at the same time), especially under
stressful conditions. Further, given that large shocks are transmitted across entities
differently from small shocks, measuring non-linear dependence in stress testing can
provide important insights into the joint tail risks that arise in extreme loss scenarios.
This would also include measuring the differential effects of combinations of risk
factors on the realization of joint outcomes, which affects system-wide capital
adequacy.



The sensitivity of stress test results to the historical volatility of risk factors (riskbased capital adequacy). Prudential information based purely on accounting identities
observed at a certain point in time reflects the outcome of a stochastic process rather
than a discrete value. In contrast, the individual and joint default risks of banks within
a system vary over time and depend on the individual bank’s propensity to cause
and/or propagate shocks as a result of adverse change in one or more risk factors (a
distribution-based approach). Thus, there are clear conceptual differences in loss
measurement under balance sheet- and distribution-based approaches affecting the
comprehensiveness of the capital assessment. Unlike RWA, risk-based measures of
solvency (such as market-implied expected losses and the corresponding capital
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shortfalls) consider the actual historical dynamics of default risk, such as Value-atRisk (VaR), or the Expected Shortfall, i.e., the average density of extreme losses
beyond VaR at a selected percentile level. Hence, in this distribution-based approach,
the capital adequacy assessment takes into account the variability of both assets and
liabilities at different levels of statistical confidence.
The stress test outcomes of market price-based models are likely to involve valuation
methods and tend to be less tractable. They usually do not show direct links to key regulatory
ratios, which need to be derived in separate, additional steps. Owing to data limitations—the
prices of certain market instruments (e.g., equity prices and CDS spreads) are not always
readily available—this approach has so far only been applied in FSAPs to supplement the
accounting-based approach. The systemic contingent claims analysis (SCCA) and/or the
distress dependence (DiDe) models have been used in only a handful of major country
FSAPs, where the necessary data are available for credible implementation (e.g., Germany,
Mexico, Spain, Sweden, the United Kingdom and the United States).
Figure 8. Key Conceptual Differences in Loss Measurements between the
Accounting-based and Market Price-based Approaches
Probability

Expected Loss (EL)
aggregate loss
distribution at time T

Aggregate Losses

“regulatory capital”

Balance Sheet Approach

Mean

(accounting values)

Unexpected Loss
(UL)
“economic capital”

VaR95%

ES95%

Extreme
Loss

average density
beyond VaR95%

“tail risk”
0

Time

VaR99%

“Distributional
Approaches”
(estimated or simulated tail risk)
Value-at-Risk (VaR) or
Expected Shortfall (ES)

T

Source: Authors.

Macrofinancial models
Macrofinancial models represent the third strand, which may be considered more as a
separate dimension of the first two. They are used to examine systemic risks arising from
links between the macroeconomic and financial environments. By specifying certain
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macroeconomic situations, stress testers would apply consistent combinations of multiple
shocks (e.g., GDP, employment, inflation, exchange rate, interest rates and asset prices) that
could simultaneously affect various segments of banks’ businesses and exposures, and hence
potentially extend overall losses. Macrofinancial stress testing could be implemented with
both accounting-based and market-price based models, by estimating additional
macrofinancial linkages models that directly connect macroeconomic assumptions and risk
parameters used in the simulation exercises. The market-based models that fall into this
category include the SCCA and DiDe, while satellite models may also be classified as
macrofinancial in nature.
E. Communication
Presentation of outputs
Stress tests are aimed at drawing attention to and, if necessary, action of senior supervisors. It
is thus important that the results be presented in an accessible manner in order to
appropriately convey the findings, namely, by highlighting the relevant risks and
vulnerabilities. In FSAPs, stress test results, especially those generated via the BU approach,
are often aggregated by the authorities for confidentiality reasons, which means that the
design of a meaningful presentation format for analysis by the FSAP team is essential
(Figures 9–11). Specifically, the presentation of the aggregated results by the authorities
should be:


consistent with local regulatory requirements and where relevant, any transition to a
new regulatory regime (e.g., Basel III); and



sufficiently granular, such that it:
o lists the individual institutions or (if constrained by confidentiality) peer groups,
at the very least;
o shows some measure of dispersion, such as the minimum, inter-quartile range
(e.g., the 25th, 50th and 75th percentiles of the distribution of capital adequacy
levels) and the maximum, if they are not presented by institution;
o shows the outcome for each year of the risk horizon;
o shows the amount of capital required in instances where there is a failure to meet
the pre-defined hurdle, both in absolute terms and as a percentage of GDP and as
a percentage of total sector assets under consideration;
o details the contributions of different drivers (e.g., profitability, credit/trading
losses, RWA) of the results; and
o clarifies assumptions and key limitations to the stress tests.

The findings of the stress tests are then used for two main purposes, which are to:
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provide quantitative support for the FSAP’s stability risk assessment by estimating
the impact from the realization of key tail risks; and



facilitate policy discussions with the authorities on risk mitigation strategies and crisis
preparedness.

Publication
The manner in which FSAP stress test results is conveyed to the public is a critical element
of the exercise. In addition to providing a meaningful judgment on the outcome of the test
(for instance, the fact that no bank fails a test does not mean that vulnerabilities do not exist),
a substantial part of the effort in FSAPs is dedicated to the communication of results. Not
surprisingly, disclosure of stress test results is a very sensitive issue, especially for
supervisors and the financial institutions they oversee. Thus, the presentation of stress test
findings should be appropriately nuanced to ensure that the information does not promote a
false sense of security or cause undue alarm:


The objectives, definitions, assumptions, models and limitations of stress tests are
usually written up in detail, either in Technical Notes and/or as supplementary
information in the FSSA report. Publication of these documents is voluntary for
country authorities.



More recently, mandatory summaries of the stress testing exercises are also presented
in the FSSA in a standard framework format, i.e., the STeM, to improve transparency
and facilitate comparisons across countries (Table 5).



The aggregated results of FSAP stress tests of a particular financial system are
always disclosed in the reports. As a minimum, information such as the relevant poststress ratio(s) and the respective amount(s) of capital shortfall is presented. Rarely do
authorities agree to make available the results of individual banks.

All the countries in our sample have published their FSSAs. In almost all cases, Technical
Notes on the respective stress testing exercises have been produced (with the exception of
Australia and Spain, where the details are described in appendices to the respective FSSAs,
but only a few countries (i.e., Germany, Sweden, the United Kingdom and the United States)
have consented to their publication (see IMF, 2010c; 2011c; 2011d, respectively).
IV. CONCLUDING REMARKS
Surveillance stress tests are not fail-safe, stand-alone diagnostic tools. This fact is abundantly
clear from the performance of FSAP stress tests in the lead-up to the global financial crisis.
Conceptually, the implementation of stress tests is very challenging: the institutions
undergoing the stress tests have a diversity of business models and activities; models are
subject to varying degrees of estimation uncertainty and assumptions or may not be
sufficiently robust to capture all the relevant risks; constraints to data availability and quality
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may be insurmountable; and stress scenarios are subject to negotiation and political
sensitivities. The complexity of running stress tests is magnified during a crisis, amid a
rapidly changing financial landscape and heightened market expectations.
At the IMF, significant efforts have been made to address the identified shortcomings. Steps
taken include: (i) standardizing the shock scenarios across countries, where possible, and
nascent attempts to quantify the likelihood of the realization of specific scenarios;
(ii) applying more encompassing stress tests (i.e., complementary accounting- and market
price-based models) and undertaking a wider coverage of risks; as well as (iii) ensuring a
more organized and cohesive presentation of assumptions and results. The issue of
consistency and comparability of implementation across member countries has also become
very important as stress tests increasingly come into the limelight.
Building on the progress so far, IMF stress tests will need to be continually enhanced to
adequately capture risks in a post-crisis world. Important areas for improvement include
integration between solvency and liquidity risks; spillover analysis, both within a financial
system and across borders; and the incorporation of feedback loops between the real
economy and financial sector, among others. IMF staff recently published a set of “best
practice” principles on macrofinancial stress testing, drawing on actual experience with more
than a decade of FSAPs. This paper, in turn, discusses the stress testing framework and
related key elements in the design of IMF stress tests that have been conducted recently with
member countries— notably in the major country FSAPs—and demonstrates the application
of those “best practice” principles in the actual implementation of the framework.
Nevertheless, the standardization of stress tests across countries is likely to remain elusive.
While common shocks facilitate comparison of results to some extent, qualitative analysis
and expert judgment are and will continue to be indispensable. Given the many “moving
parts” of stress tests—the constantly evolving risks and methodologies required to adequately
capture them and the specific nature of local regulatory requirements—and the political
sensitivities depending on the macrofinancial environment at the time of a particular FSAP,
these exercises will continue to be art form rather than an exact science. Perfect
standardization may never be possible—nor is it desirable, given the purpose of the tool—
and thus the output resulting from such exercises should always be interpreted and presented
with due care. That said, these challenges should not undermine the value of well-designed
stress tests.
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Figure 9. Example of Bottom-up Bank Solvency Stress Test Output Template
Provided to Banks: U.K. FSAP Update 1/
Pre-Stress
(end-2010)

[Bank Name]

input system-wide aggregation
input system-wide aggregation

39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56

input system-wide
aggregation

14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37

58
59
60
61
62
63
64
65
66

input system-wide aggregation

not publicly reported

Macro scenario [select]
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

68
69
70
71
72
73
74
75
76
77
78
79
80
81
82
83
84

Baseline

Double Dip (mild)

Double Dip (severe)

Failed stress test? (1 = yes, 0 = no)

Main Results

Capital needs to recapitalize bank
In GBP millions

Hurdle Rate Assumption

Hurdle Rate Total Capital
Hurdle Rate Tier 1 Capital
Hurdle Rate Common Equity Tier 1

Capital needs to recapitalize bank (relative to total assets)
In percent

Failed stress test? (1 = yes, 0 = no)
Sensitivity Check I:
like "Main Results" but without Capital needs to recapitalize bank
Basel III capital phase-in/phase- In GBP millions
out and capital grandfathering
Capital needs to recapitalize bank (relative to total assets)
In percent
Hurdle Rate Assumption

Sensitivity Check II:
like "Main Results" but with
capital buffer (see higher hurdle
rates below)

Capital needs to recapitalize bank
In GBP millions
Capital needs to recapitalize bank (relative to total assets)
In percent

Hurdle Rate Assumption

Risk Drivers

Risk Drivers
(In percent of RWAs)

Background

Stress test parameters
(In percent)

Y2
(2012)

Y3
(2013)

Y4
(2014)

Y5
(2015)

8.0%
4.0%
2.0%

8.0%
4.0%
2.0%

8.0%
4.5%
3.5%

8.0%
5.5%
4.0%

8.0%
6.0%
4.5%

8.0%
4.0%
2.0%

8.0%
4.0%
2.0%

8.0%
4.5%
3.5%

8.0%
5.5%
4.0%

8.0%
6.0%
4.5%

10.5%
5.0%
3.0%

10.5%
5.0%
3.0%

10.5%
5.5%
4.5%

10.5%
6.5%
5.0%

10.5%
7.0%
5.5%

Slow Growth
Total Capital
Tier 1
Common Equity Tier 1
Total Capital
Tier 1
Common Equity Tier 1
Total Capital
Tier 1
Common Equity Tier 1

Total Capital
Tier 1
Common Equity Tier 1
Total Capital
Tier 1
Common Equity Tier 1
Total Capital
Tier 1
Common Equity Tier 1

Hurdle Rate Total Capital
Hurdle Rate Tier 1 Capital
Hurdle Rate Common Equity Tier 1
Failed stress test? (1 = yes, 0 = no)

Y1
(2011)

Total Capital
Tier 1
Common Equity Tier 1
Total Capital
Tier 1
Common Equity Tier 1
Total Capital
Tier 1
Common Equity Tier 1

Hurdle Rate Total Capital
Hurdle Rate Tier 1 Capital
Hurdle Rate Common Equity Tier 1
Net profit (before losses)
Credit losses
Overall trading/valuation losses
Losses from sovereign debt holding - trading book & AfS
Losses from financial sector debt holding - trading book & AfS
Losses from sovereign debt holding - held-to-maturity
Losses from financial sector debt holding - held-to-maturity
Losses from FX shock
Risk-weighted assets (RWAs)
Net profit (before losses)
Credit losses
Overall trading/valuation losses
Losses from sovereign debt holding - trading book & AfS
Losses from financial sector debt holding - trading book & AfS
Losses from sovereign debt holding - held-to-maturity
Losses from financial sector debt holding - held-to-maturity
Losses from FX shock
Change in risk-weighted assets (RWAs), In percent
Total capital adequacy ratio (In percent)
Tier 1 capital ratio (In percent)
Common equity Tier 1 ratio (In percent)
Total capital
Tier 1 capital
Common equity Tier 1 capital
Leverage (capital/assets)
Return on total regulatory capital (In percent)
Dividend yield (dividend paid/equity) (In percent)
Percentage of profits retained
Phase-in of deductions from core Tier 1 capital
Phase-out of non-Tier 1 and Tier 2 capital
Credit risk
PD/NPL ratio (average)
LGD (average)
Asset correlation (average)
Credit growth
Asset risk-weightings
Change of credit risk RWAs
thereof (if applicable): counterparty credit risk (CCR)
thereof (if applicable): securitization in banking book (Sec BB)
Change of market risk RWAs
thereof (if applicable): stressed Value-at-Risk (sVaR)
thereof (if applicable): equity standard measurement method (SMM)
thereof (if applicable): incremental risk charge and securitization in trading book
Change of operational risk RWAs

Source: Authors.
1/ See Excel attachment for actual template.

2.0%
2.0%

2.0%

2.0%
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Figure 10. Example of Bottom-up Bank Solvency Stress Test Output Template
Provided to Authorities: U.K. FSAP Update 1/
Pre-Stress
(end-2010)

[Bank Name]

reported as sample average for all
firms
reported as sample average for all firms

39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56

reported as sample
average for all firms

14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37

58
59
60
61
62
63
64
65
66

reported as sample average for all firms

not publicly reported

Macro scenario [select]
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

68
69
70
71
72
73
74
75
76
77
78
79
80
81
82
83
84

Baseline

Double Dip (mild)

Double Dip (severe)

Failed stress test? (1 = yes, 0 = no)

Main Results

Capital needs to recapitalize banks
In GBP millions
Capital needs to recapitalize bank (relative to total assets)
In percent

Hurdle Rate Assumption

Sensitivity Check I:
like "Main Results" but without Capital needs to recapitalize banks
Basel III capital phase-in/phase- In GBP millions
out and capital grandfathering
Capital needs to recapitalize bank (relative to total assets)
In percent
Hurdle Rate Assumption

Failed stress test? (1 = yes, 0 = no)
Capital needs to recapitalize banks
In GBP millions

Hurdle Rate Assumption

Hurdle Rate Total Capital
Hurdle Rate Tier 1 Capital
Hurdle Rate Common Equity Tier 1

Capital needs to recapitalize bank (relative to total assets)
In percent

Risk Drivers
(sum of all firms)

Risk Drivers
(In percent of sample RWAs)

Background

Stress test parameters
(In percent)

Y3
(2013)

Y4
(2014)

Y5
(2015)

8.0%
4.0%
2.0%

8.0%
4.0%
2.0%

8.0%
4.5%
3.5%

8.0%
5.5%
4.0%

8.0%
6.0%
4.5%

8.0%
4.0%
2.0%

8.0%
4.0%
2.0%

8.0%
4.5%
3.5%

8.0%
5.5%
4.0%

8.0%
6.0%
4.5%

10.5%
5.0%
3.0%

10.5%
5.0%
3.0%

10.5%
5.5%
4.5%

10.5%
6.5%
5.0%

10.5%
7.0%
5.5%

Total Capital
Tier 1
Common Equity Tier 1
Total Capital
Tier 1
Common Equity Tier 1
Total Capital
Tier 1
Common Equity Tier 1

Total Capital
Tier 1
Common Equity Tier 1
Total Capital
Tier 1
Common Equity Tier 1
Total Capital
Tier 1
Common Equity Tier 1

Hurdle Rate Total Capital
Hurdle Rate Tier 1 Capital
Hurdle Rate Common Equity Tier 1

Sensitivity Check II:
like "Main Results" but with
capital buffer (see higher hurdle
rates below)

Y2
(2012)

Slow Growth

Hurdle Rate Total Capital
Hurdle Rate Tier 1 Capital
Hurdle Rate Common Equity Tier 1

Failed stress test? (1 = yes, 0 = no)

Y1
(2011)

Total Capital
Tier 1
Common Equity Tier 1
Total Capital
Tier 1
Common Equity Tier 1
Total Capital
Tier 1
Common Equity Tier 1

Net profit (before losses)
Credit losses
Overall trading/valuation losses
Losses from sovereign debt holding - trading book & AfS
Losses from financial sector debt holding - trading book & AfS
Losses from sovereign debt holding - held-to-maturity
Losses from financial sector debt holding - held-to-maturity
Losses from FX shock
Risk-weighted assets (RWAs) of the sector
Net profit (before losses)
Credit losses
Overall trading/valuation losses
Losses from sovereign debt holding - trading book & AfS
Losses from financial sector debt holding - trading book & AfS
Losses from sovereign debt holding - held-to-maturity
Losses from financial sector debt holding - held-to-maturity
Losses from FX shock
Change in risk-weighted assets (RWAs), In percent
Total capital adequacy ratio (In percent)
Tier 1 capital ratio (In percent)
Common equity Tier 1 ratio (In percent)
Total capital
Tier 1 capital
Common equity Tier 1 capital
Leverage (capital/assets)
Return on total regulatory capital (In percent)
Dividend yield (dividend paid/equity) (In percent)
Percentage of profits retained
Phase-in of deductions from core Tier 1 capital
Phase-out of non-Tier 1 and Tier 2 capital
Credit risk
PD/NPL ratio (average)
LGD (average)
Asset correlation (average)
Credit growth
Asset risk-weightings
Change of credit risk RWAs
thereof (if applicable): counterparty credit risk (CCR)
thereof (if applicable): securitization in banking book (Sec BB)
Change of market risk RWAs
thereof (if applicable): stressed Value-at-Risk (sVaR)
thereof (if applicable): equity standard measurement method (SMM)
thereof (if applicable): incremental risk charge and securitization in trading book
Change of operational risk RWAs

Source: Authors.
1/ See Excel attachment for actual template.

2.0%
2.0%

2.0%

2.0%
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Figure 11. Example of Bottom-up Bank Solvency Stress Test Summary
Template Provided to Authorities: U.K. FSAP Update 1/
Pre-Stress
(end-2010)

[Bank Name]
Macro scenario
[select]

Baseline

Double Dip (mild)

Double Dip (severe)

Slow Growth

Distribution of Common Equity Tier 1 Capital
Percentile
10
Percentile
25
By ratio
Percentile
50
Percentile
75
Percentile
90

Count

By ratio

Count

By ratio

Count

> -3 ppts
-2 ppts
-1 ppt
Regulatory Minimum
1 ppt
2 ppts
3 ppts
Distribution of Tier 1 Capital
Percentile
Percentile
Percentile
Percentile
Percentile

10
25
50
75
90

> -3 ppts
-2 ppts
-1 ppt
Regulatory Minimum
1 ppt
2 ppts
3 ppts
Distribution of Total Capital
Percentile
Percentile
Percentile
Percentile
Percentile
> -3 ppts
-2 ppts
-1 ppt
Regulatory Minimum
1 ppt
2 ppts
3 ppts

Source: Authors.
1/ See Excel attachment for actual template.

10
25
50
75
90

Y1
(2011)

Y2
(2012)

Y3
(2013)

Y4
(2014)

Y5
(2015)
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Table 5. Example of Stress Test Matrix (STeM) for Bank Solvency Risk: Spain
FSAP Update
Domain
Institutions included



Market share



Data and baseline
date





Methodology
(e.g., included in
scenario analysis
linking solvency and
liquidity, separate test
using ad hoc
model/balance sheet)
Risks
(e.g., funding liquidity
shock, market
liquidity shock, both)

Regulatory standards

Results

Source: IMF (2012b).





Top-Down by Authorities
Commercial banks and intervened
savings banks.
Over 96 percent of the banking
sector, excluding foreign
branches.
Supervisory data as at end-2011.
Scope of consolidation: legal
entity as at end-2011.
Risk horizon of 2 years, under
crisis conditions.
BdE macrofinancial panel
regression model (estimates
capital shortfall) without
behavioral adjustments.
IMF balance sheet approach
(estimates capital shortfall).

Assumptions
Top-Down by FSAP Team
 All publicly listed banks with sufficient pricing
history.
 About 45 percent of the banking sector,
excluding foreign branches.
 Publicly available market and statutory data.
Scope of consolidation: legal entity as at end2011.
 Risk horizon of 2 years, under crisis
conditions.
 Systemic CCA model (estimates expected
losses, capital shortfall, and contingent
liabilities).

 “Double-dip” recession (severe and short-term) scenario of one standard deviation
from the IMF-projected baseline GDP growth trend over a two-year risk
horizonwithout positive adjustment dynamics towards the end of the (short) risk
horizon.
 The second, more adverse scenario further escalates the macro economic shock by
increasing the shock to two-year real GDP growth by another 2.5 percentage points.
 Sovereign risk reflected in valuation haircut to AfS and trading book debt holdings.
 Extra provisioning and capital add-on due to regulatory changes.
 Basel II transitioning to Basel III and Basel III capital requirements slightly exceeded
(4 percent CT1 hurdle rate for both years).
 Basel III capital definition.
 RWA remain constant but are subject to changes due to deleveraging by banks in
both 2012 and 2013.
 Post-shock, more than a third of all banks in the system would not be able to comply
with Basel III hurdle requirements until end-2013 irrespective of the choice of topdown model.
 The BdE model reveals projected impairment losses of around € 73 billion under the
IMF adverse scenario, which generates capital shortfall about € 18 billion compared
with a Core Tier 1 capital hurdle rate of 4 percent.
 Based on the SCCA results, challenges exist from the realization of low probability
tail risk of multiple firms experiencing a dramatic escalation of losses. In the IMF
adverse scenario, the largest (and publicly listed) banks would experience a marketimplied capital shortfall of more than € 14 billion on average (with a peak in excess of
€ 21 billion at end-2012) at a statistical probability of five percent or less (expressed
as “tail risk”).

APPENDIX I. FSAP SOLVENCY STRESS TESTS SINCE FY2010: STEM FOR S-25 AND OTHER G-20 COUNTRIES 1/
Timing of FSAP
Stress Testing Framework
1. Scope
Approach
Bottom-up

2
Indonesia
FY2010

3
China
FY2011

4
Luxembourg
FY2011

5
Netherlands
FY2011

6
Germany
FY2011

7
United Kingdom
FY2011

8
Turkey
FY2011

9
Russia
FY2011

• No.

• Bottom-up (BU) by banks, in
collaboration with authorities and IMF.

• BU by banks in collaboration with
authorities and IMF.

• No.

• No.

• No.

• BU by banks in collaboration with
authorities and IMF.

• BU by banks in collaboration with
authorities and IMF.

• BU by banks, in collaboration with
authorities and IMF.

• 3 top-down (TD) tests by IMF.

• TD by IMF in collaboration with
authorities.

• TD by authorities.
• TD by IMF.

• TD by authorities.

• TD by IMF in collaboration with
authorities.

• TD by IMF in collaboration with
authorities.
• TD by IMF.

• TD by authorities.
• TD by IMF.

• TD by IMF in collaboration with
authorities.

• TD by authorities.

• 54 bank holding companies (BHCs)
using balance sheet (B/S) approach.
• 36 BHCs using the Consistent
Information Multivariate Density
(CIMDO) methodology.
• 14 SIFIs using Systemic Contingent
Claims Analysis (SCCA)
• B/S: 85 percent.
• CIMDO: 59 percent.
• SCCA: 70 percent.

• 17 banks (5 large commercial, 12 joint- • 108 subsidiaries and branches.
• TD: All 121 commercial banks, excl.
rural banks(115 for scenario analysis; all stock commercial).
for sensitivity analysis).
• BU: 12 largest banks (8 for scenario
analysis, all for sensitivity analysis).

• 7 banks.

• 9 largest banks.

• BU: 15 largest banks.
• TD: All commercial banks (1,012).

• TD: 100 percent.
• BU: 60 percent.

• 66 percent of total banking sector
assets (86 percent of commercial
banking sector assets).

• 100 percent.

• 85 percent.

• 3 banking groups, 16 largest German • 6 largest banks + largest building
banks (14 SIFIs plus two
society.
Landesbanken), the savings banks
(Sparkassen), and the other cooperative
banks; very small banks were excluded
from the sample.
• 14 SIFIs (SCCA)
• B/S: 85 percent.
• 88 percent.
• SCCA: 60 percent.

• Over 80 percent.

• BU: 56 percent.
• TD: 100 percent.

• Consolidated banking groups.

• Unconsolidated banking groups.

• Consolidated banking groups.

• Unconsolidated local entities.

• Consolidated banking groups.

• Unconsolidated domestic businesses. • Consolidated banking groups.

• Publicly available data.

• BU: Banks' own data.
• TD: Supervisory and publicly available
data.
• As at Sep 2009.

• BU: Banks' own data.
• TD by authorities: Supervisory and
publicly available data.
• End-2009.

• Supervisory data.

• Supervisory data.

• Supervisory and publicly available
data.

• End-2009.

• As at Jun 2010.

• As at Jun 2010.

• Hybrid:
-- End-2009 for B/S positions.
-- Sep 2010 for P&L.

Scenario Design
Risk horizon

• 2010-14 (5 years).

• 2009Q4-2012Q4 (3 years).

• Scenario: 2010 (1 year).
• Sensitivity: 1Q, 1 year or 2 years.

• 2011-12
(2 years).

• 2011-15
(5 years).

Scenarios
Baseline

• WEO Apr 2010.

• WEO Apr 2009.

• N/A.

• WEO Oct 2010.

• Combined impact of four adverse
shocks:
(i) sizeable and persistent shock to
growth rate of potential output;
(ii) an additional short run
demand shock, reflecting high
unemployment, weak credit, and
continued fall in housing prices;
(iii) further near-term fiscal stimulus to
support near-term growth; and
(iv) rising inflation expectations.
• Output gap falls by 2.3 percentage
points relative to baseline in adverse
scenario.
Output gap falls by 3.3 percentage
points relative to baseline in alternative
adverse scenario
• Yes.

• ≈ 1/3 output loss experienced during
Asian crisis.

• GDP growth down from 12 percent to:
--7 percent (mild)
--5 percent (medium)
--4 percent (severe).

• 1 standard deviation (SD).

• No.

• Yes

• No.

• No.

• Yes.

• Yes.

• Yes.

• No.

• Credit risk.

• Credit risk.

• Credit risk associated with rapid loan
growth.

• Credit risk.

• Credit risk.

• Credit risk.

• Credit risk.

• Credit risk.

• Credit risk.
• Adjustments for regulatory
forbearance.

Other risks covered in scenario • N/A.
analysis

• N/A.

• N/A.

• Sovereign risk, in both trading and
banking books (CEBS model).

• Sovereign risk, in both trading and
banking books (CEBS model).
• Off-balance sheet exposures.

• Sovereign risk in trading book only
(IMF models); application of sovereign
haircuts on banking book in sensitivity
analysis completed separately by IMF
staff.

• Sovereign and banking risks in both
trading and banking books (IMF
models).
• Funding risk.

• N/A.

• Sovereign and other debt holdings, in
trading book and AfS in banking book.
• Propagation channel through network
effects.
• Liquidity stress measured by its
solvency impact (losses from fire sales
of liquid assets).

Other tests/risks

• Sensitivity tests: Credit and market
risks.

• Sensitivity tests: Credit and market
risks, including:
(i) largest individual exposures;
(ii) real estate sector exposures;
(iii) exposures to local government
financing platforms (LGFPs);
(iv) exposures to overcapacity
industries; and
(v) exposures to export sectors.
• Contagion risk.
• Reverse stress test.

• Sensitivity tests: Credit and market
risks.

• Sensitivity tests: Credit and market
risks.

• N/A

• N/A

• Sensitivity tests: Credit and market
risks.

• Spillover risk through domestic
network effects (included in macro
scenarios).

Top-down

Coverage
Institutions

Market share

Reporting basis

Data
Source

Cut-off date

2.

1
United States
FY 2010

Slow growth scenario
Risks
Key risk(s)

• Sensitivity tests: Credit and market
risks.

• BU: Banks' own data.
• BU: Banks' own data.
• TD: Supervisory and publicly available • TD: Supervisory data.
data.
• End-2010.
• End-2010.

• BU: Banks' own data.
• TD: Supervisory data.

• 2011-15
(5 years).

• 2011-15
(5 years).

• BU by banks: 2011 (1 year).
• TD: 2011-13 (3 years): Sudden stop.
• TD: 2011-14 (4 years): Boom and bust.

• Instantaneous.
• 2011 (1 year).

• WEO Oct 2010.

• WEO Oct 2010.

• WEO Oct 2010.

• WEO Feb 2011.

• Slightly below WEO Jan 2011.

• 1 SD.
• 2 SD.

• 1.5 SD (1 SD and 2 SD run by FSAP
team for internal comparisons).

• 1 SD.
• 2 SD.

• Sharp contraction over four quarters
• 1 SD.
followed by a sluggish recovery over the • 1.7 SD.
next 12 quarters.
• A two-year boom in growth and credit
followed by a sharp contraction over four
quarters and then a sluggish recovery.

Source: Compiled by authors with contributions from respective FSAP stress testers.
1/ The IMF fiscal year runs from May 1 to April 30. A larger version of this table is included as a separate pdf file.

• End-2010.
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Growth shocks
(calculated per CEBS for SDs
unless indicated otherwise)

• Unconsolidated domestic businesses. • Unconsolidated local entities.

(Continued)
Timing of FSAP
Stress Testing Framework
1. Scope
Approach
Bottom-up

11
Sweden
FY2011

12
India
FY2012

13
Mexico
FY2012

14
Japan
FY2012

• No.

• No.

• BU by banks in collaboration with
authorities and IMF.

• BU by banks, in collaboration with
authorities and IMF.

• BU by banks, in collaboration with
authorities and IMF.

• TD by IMF in collaboration with
authorities.

• TD by IMF in collaboration with
authorities.
• TD by IMF.

• TD jointly by authorities and IMF.

• TD by authorities.
• TD by IMF.

• 12 largest banks.

• 4 largest banks.

• BU: 10 large scheduled commercial
banks.
• TD: 39 scheduled commercial banks.

Market share

• 98 percent.

• 90 percent.

• BU: 50 percent.
• TD: 80 percent.

Reporting basis

• Consolidated local entities.

• Consolidated banking groups.

• Unconsolidated domestic businesses. • Consolidated local entities.

• Supervisory data.

• Supervisory and publicly available
data.

• Supervisory and publicly available
data.

Top-down

Coverage
Institutions

Data
Source

15
France
FY2012

• BU by banks, in collaboration with
authorities and IMF.

16
Spain
FY2012

17
Brazil
FY2012

18
Australia
FY2013

• No.

• No.

• BU by banks in collaboration with
authorities.

• TD by authorities, in collaboration with • TD by authorities .
IMF.
• TD (partial) by IMF.

• 2 TD tests by authorities, in
collaboration with IMF.
• TD by IMF.

• TD by IMF, in collaboration with
authorities.

• TD by IMF.

• 10 largest banks.

• BU: 3 largest commercial bank
(financial group consolidated basis).
• TD: All commercial banks (119).

• BU: 8 largest banks.
• TD by authorities: 5 largest banks.
• TD by IMF: 8 largest banks.

• 29 banks +1 (aggregate of very small
banks)
• 7 publicly listed banks (SCCA).

• All banks (137).

• 5 largest banks

• 84 percent.

• BU: 53 percent of commercial banks,
34 percent of deposit-taking institutions,
by assets.
• TD: 100 percent of commercial banks,
64 percent of deposit-taking institutions,
by assets.
• BU: Consolidated banking groups,
excl. non-bank subsidiaries.
• TD: Consolidated banks.

• BU: 97 percent.
• TD by authorities: 85 percent.
• TD by IMF: 97 percent.

• 96 percent.
• SCCA: 44 percent.

• 100 percent.

• 80 percent.

• Consolidated banking groups.

• Unconsolidated domestic businesses. • Consolidated banking groups.

• Consolidated banking groups.

• BU: Banks' own data.
• TD: Supervisory and publicly available
data.
• As at Sep 2011.

• BU: Banks' own data.
• TD by authorities: Supervisory data.
• TD by IMF: Publicly available data.
• End-2011.

• Supervisory and publicly available
data.

• Supervisory and publicly available
data.

• End-2011.

• End-2011.

• BU: Banks' own data.
• TD: Supervisory and publicly available
data.
• BU: September 2011.
• TD: March 2012.

• TD: 2012-16 (5 years).
• BU: 2012-13 (2 years).

• 2012-16 (5 years).

• 2012-13 (2 years).

• 2012-16 (5 years).

• BU: 2012-14 (3 years).
• TD: 2012-16(5 years).

• As at Sep 2010.

• As at Jun 2011.

Scenario Design
Risk horizon

• 2011-15 (1 to 5 years).

• 2011-15
(5 years).

• 2011-2015 (5 years).

• 2012-2013 (2 years).

Scenarios
Baseline

• WEO Oct 2010.

• WEO Jan 2011 for SWE.
• WEO Oct 2010 for associated
countries.
• 1 SD.
• 2 SD.

• WEO Apr 2011.

• WEO Jun 2011.

• WEO Sep 2011.

• WEO submission Feb 2012.

• WEO submission Jan 2012.

• Preliminary WEO forecast April 2012.

• WEO April 2012.

• 1 SD.
• 2 SD.

• 2 SD (calculated over 15 years).
• 2.5 SD (calculated over 15 years).

• Consistent with historical periods of
distress.

• 1 SD.
• 2 SD.
• 1 SD plus surge in yield.

• 2.1 SD (calculated over 10 years).

• 1 SD following a downward revision to
the baseline which also incorporates a
fiscal adjustment (resulting in 3 SD
below 30-year historical average).

2.5 SD.

• BU: 4 SD.
• TD: 1 SD; 2 SD; 4 SD.
(SDs calculated over 50 years.)

• No.

• Yes.

• Yes.

• No.

• Yes.

• No.

• No.

• Yes (persistent terms of trade shock).

• Yes.

• Credit risk.

• Credit risk.

• Credit risk.

• BU and TD by authorities: Credit risk.
• TD by IMF: Pre-tax profitability-forecast on macro variables.

• Credit risk.
• Interest rate risk.

• Credit risk.

• Credit risk.

• Credit risk.

• Credit risk.

Other risks covered in scenario • Oil prices decline by 1 SD to historical
analysis
average.

• Sovereign risk, in both trading and
banking books (CEBS model).
• Funding risk.

• N/A.

• TD by authorities: Market risk (VaR).

• BU and TD by IMF: AAA sovereign risk • Sovereign and banking risks, in trading • Structural reduction of pre-impairment
(trading book and AfS in banking book
book and AfS in banking book.
income.
in scenario analysis; HtM in sensitivity
• Off-balance sheet items.
analysis).
• TD by authorities: AAA sovereign risk
(all books).

• N/A.

Other tests/risks

• Contagion and concentration risks:
Riksbank network model.

• Sensitivity analysis: Credit risk, including • TD by authorities: Systemic risk and
sectoral credit risk and concentration risk; contagion
interest rate and exchange rate risks;
equity prices.
• Macro stress test: Credit risk.
• Network analysis: Interbank market.

• BU: Sovereign risk in trading book and
AfS in banking book; risks from
domestic and foreign loan exposures,
equities, foreign securities, exchange
rate.
• TD: Sovereign risk in both trading and
banking books; risks from domestic and
foreign loan exposures, equities, foreign
• Spillover risk: Cross-border and
domestic using network model and EDF
correlation.

• Spillover risk: Network analysis and
• Sensitivity tests: Credit and market
risks (BU).
ring-fencing.
• Funding risk (BU and TD by
authorities).
• Network analysis and market-based
approach: Contagion and spillover risks.

• Sensitivity tests: Credit and market
risks.

Growth shocks
(calculated per CEBS for SDs
unless indicated otherwise)

Slow growth scenario
Risks
Key risk(s)

• Sensitivity tests: Credit and market
risks.

• Spillover risk: Network analysis.
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• Dec 2010.

• BU: Banks' own data.
TD by authorities: Supervisory data.
TD by IMF: Publicly available data.
• As at Jun 2011.

Cut-off date

2.

10
Saudi Arabia
FY2011

(Continued)
Timing of FSAP
Stress Testing Framework
Factors that management control
Balance sheet growth

4
Luxembourg
FY2011

5
Netherlands
FY2011

8
Turkey
FY2011

9
Russia
FY2011

• Assets grow as projected by CBR's
macro-financial model.

• Capital definition in line with Basel II.

• Changes in capital definition according
to QIS-6.

• Changes in capital definition according
to QIS-6.

• Capital definition in line with Basel II.

• Capital definition in line with Basel II
(standardized approach).

• Capital under stress (total regulatory
capital).

• Capital under stress (T1).

• Capital under stress (total capital, T1;
qualitative outcome for CET1).
• Capital shortfall.
• EL under stress (SCCA).

• Capital under stress (total capital, T1,
CET1).
• Capital shortfall.
EL under stress (SCCA).

• Capital under stress (total regulatory
capital).

• Capital under stress (total capital, T1).
• Capital shortfall.
• Number of failed banks and their share
in the system by assets.

• Hurdle rates in line with Basel I.

• Hurdle rates in line with Basel II.

• Hurdle rates in line with minimum
regulatory requirements, augmented
with hurdle rate of 6 percent T1 capital
ratio as used in CEBS exercise.

• Hurdle rates in line with Basel III
schedule (plus quantitative analysis for
additional capital buffers).

• Hurdle rates in line with Basel III
schedule (plus quantitative analysis for
additional capital buffers).
• Hurdle rates in line with regulatory
capital regime band for CET1 and T1
post shock.

• Hurdle rates in line with Basel II.

• Current regulatory minimum (total
capital ratio of 10 percent).

• RWA path modeled statistically based • Unpublished information—remains
on the ratio of RWA to total assets.
confidential at authorities’ request.
(Under the baseline scenario, RWA/TA
would return progressively back to 200005 average by mid-2011; under adverse
scenarios, RWA/TA would remain stable
at the low end-March 2010 levels).

• RWA kept constant.

• RWA calculated using Basel II formula. • RWA calculated using Basel II formula • RWA changes in line with QIS-6.
with Basel I floor.

• RWA changes in line with QIS-6.

• RWA calculated using Basel II formula • RWA grows with total assets; the write(reduced by expected loan losses each off of defaulted loans is deducted.
year).

• Capital adequacy determined on a
group-wide consolidated basis.

• Capital adequacy determined on an
unconsolidated basis.

• Capital adequacy determined on a
group-wide consolidated basis.

• Capital adequacy determined based
on unconsolidated local entities.

• Capital adequacy determined on a
group-wide consolidated basis.

• Capital adequacy determined based
on unconsolidated banking groups.

• Capital adequacy determined on a
group-wide consolidated basis.

• Capital adequacy determined based
on unconsolidated local entities.

• Capital adequacy determined based
on unconsolidated local entities.

• Losses: IMF/Bank Indonesia model.

• Values of the macro variables in the
scenarios are based on inputs from a
panel of leading experts on Chinese
economy.

• Losses: ECB elasticity model.

• Losses: ECB elasticity model.

• Losses, profit (incl. funding costs),
• Losses, profit (incl. funding costs):
trading result: BoE model.
Bundesbank model.
• Trading result based on heuristic, not as
part of core stress test.

• N/A.

• Losses, profit (incl. funding costs),
trading result.
--BU: Banks' internal models or CBR's
methodology for combined shocks.
--TD: CBR model.

• BU: B/S.
• BU: B/S (econometric and expert• TD: Model used for CEBS exercise.
• TD: Dynamic panel model developed by based).
IMF and Bank Indonesia.
• TD by authorities: B/S (econometric).
• TD by IMF: B/S (including cross-checks
based on international experience).

• TD: B/S.

• TD by IMF in collaboration with
authorities: B/S.
• TD by IMF: SCCA.

• BU: Banks' internal models.
• TD by authorities: BoE RAMSI.
• TD by IMF: SCCA.

• BU: Banks' internal models and expertbased approaches.
• TD: B/S.

• BU: Banks' internal models or CBR's
combined shock test methodology.
• TD: CBR's macro stress test model and
combined shock test.

• Technical Note, not published.
• Results discussed in FSSA, published;
technical details included as appendix.

• Technical Note, not published.
• Results discussed in FSSA, published.

• Technical Note, published.
• Results discussed in FSSA, published.

• Technical Note, published.
• Results discussed in FSSA, published.

• Technical Note, not published.
• Results discussed in FSSA, published.

• Technical Note, not published.
• Results discussed in FSSA, published;
technical details included as appendix.

• Zero payout ratio.

• Zero payout ratio; checked robustness • Zero payout ratio.
by excluding future profit (payout ratio of
1).

• Capital definition in line with Basel I/II

• Capital definition in line with Basel II.

• Capital definition in line with Basel I.

• Capital definition in line with Basel II.

• Capital under stress (T1, T1 common
capital).
• Contingent liabilities as EL under
stress (SCCA).

• Capital under stress (total regulatory
capital).

• Capital under stress (total regulatory
capital).

Hurdle rate(s)

• Hurdle rates in line with Basel I/II.

• Hurdle rates in line with Basel II.

Changes in RWA

Reporting basis

• Constant B/S: Growth of B/S in line
with nominal GDP.
• Deleveraging in adverse case.
• Incorporated banks’ ability to
accumulate tax assets in loss-making
quarters that could be used to offset
future tax liabilities.

Methodology
Satellite model(s) used to generate • Adverse scenario generated using a
variables
simple closed-economy business cycle
model for the US, with standard monetary
channels (Taylor rule and nominal
rigidities) and fiscal channels (a fiscal rule
and a link between the real interest rate
and government
debt).
• Satellite models used in each pillar to
map the macrovariables into the financial
variables.
Main model
• TD:
• Balance-sheet based
• Distress Dependency
• Systemic contingent claims
Communication
Publication

7
United Kingdom
FY2011

• In a sudden stop, exposure-at-default
is frozen at end-2010 (actual) level and
stress applied.
• In the boom phase, lending growth at
upper envelope of recent historical
observations; investment portfolio
derived from fiscal projections;
wholesale funding growth ramped up to
• Dynamic payout ratio (Basel III-like, but • Dynamic payout ratio (Basel III-like, but • Zero payout in downturn; positive
more stringent).
more stringent).
payout assumed during boom period.

• Banks assumed to not raise capital nor • Zero payout ratio.
reduce dividends in anticipation of a
future capital need. Banks expected to
not pay out common stock dividends in
adverse scenario.
• Dividend rule:
--5 percent annualized dividend rate for
Troubled Asset Relief Program (TARP)
preferred shares;
--8 percent for other preferred shares
(relative to an average of 5 percent over
1990–99);
--15 percent for common equity (relative
to an average of 22 percent over

Capital Standards
Capital definition

6
Germany
FY2011

• Technical Note, published.
• Results discussed in FSSA, published.

• Unpublished information—remains
confidential at authorities’ request.

• Technical Note, not published.
• Results discussed in FSSA, published;
some technical details included as
appendix.

• Technical Note, not published.
• Results discussed in FSSA, published.

• Static.

• Constant B/S: Growth of B/S in line
with nominal GDP.
• Deleveraging in adverse case.

• Constant B/S: Growth of B/S in line
with nominal GDP.
• Asset disposal under EU state aid
rules per EBA guidelines (Lloyds, RBS)
and purchase of those assets by other
banks (Santander).

• Zero payout ratio.
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5.

3
China
FY2011

• Static (per CEBS).

Capital adequacy
Metrics/Output

4.

2
Indonesia
FY2010

• Constant B/S: Growth of B/S in line
with nominal GDP.

Dividend payout

3.

1
United States
FY 2010

(Continued)
Timing of FSAP
Stress Testing Framework
Factors that management control
Balance sheet growth

13
Mexico
FY2012

14
Japan
FY2012

• TD by authorities: Banks' projections.
• TD by IMF: Static B/S.

• Zero payout ratio

• Payout ratio based on Basel III capital
conservation standards.

• N/A.

• TD: Historical payout ratio.
• BU: Banks' own models.
• TD by authorities: Banks' own models. • BU: Banks' recent dividend policy
• TD by IMF: Full/zero earnings retention (fixed amount across all scenarios).
modeled.

• Capital definition in line with Basel II.

• Capital definition in line with Basel III
schedule.

• Capital definition in line with Basel II.

• Regulatory capital defined by
supervisory authority,

• Capital under stress (total regulatory
capital).

• Capital under stress (total capital, T1,
CET1).
• Capital shortfall (where applicable).
• EL under stress (SCCA).

• Capital under stress (total regulatory
capital, T1).

Hurdle rate(s)

• Hurdle rates in line with Basel II.

• Hurdle rates in line with Basel III
schedule (but CET1 ratio set at 4
percent).

Changes in RWA

• RWA weights are kept constant;
amount adjusted for loan losses.

Reporting basis

• Consolidated local entities.

Capital Standards
Capital definition

Communication
Publication

16
Spain
FY2012

17
Brazil
FY2012

18
Australia
FY2013

• Constant B/S: Growth of B/S in line
with nominal GDP (deleveraging).

• Static B/S but credit growth is based on • Static B/S but credit growth is based on • BU: Constant B/S--growth of B/S in line
satellite model and other income grows satellite model and dividend payout is
with authorities' projections.
proportionately with nominal GDP.
lower under stress.
• TD: Static.

• Zero payout under stress.

• Historical payout ratio.

• Historical payout ratio (baseline,
baseline-like years); lower rate under
stress (towards zero, respecting the
minimum payout ratio for Brazil under
certain circumstances).

• Zero payout ratio.

• Basel III in line with national phase-in/out • BU and TD by authorities: Capital
schedule.
definition in line with Title I of Part Ten of
• Basel II for domestically-active banks.
CRR.
• TD by IMF: Capital definition in line with
B
l III h d l

• Capital definition in line with Basel III
schedule.

• Capital definition in line with Basel III
schedule for Brazil (which is somewhat
more conservative than the Basel III
schedule).

• Capital definition in line with Basel II.

• Capital under stress (regulatory
capital).

• Capital ratio under stress (total capital, • Aggregated stressed capital ratios for
8 banks.
T1, CET1) sub-group aggregate and
dispersion.
• Capital shortfall.
• Number of failed banks and their share
in the system by assets.

• Capital under stress (total capital, T1,
CET1).
• Capital shortfall.
• EL under stress (CCA).
• Number of failed banks.

• Capital under stress (total capital, T1,
CET1).
• Capital shortfall.

• Capital under stress (total capital, T1).

• Hurdle rate for total regulatory capital
(Tier I plus Tier II).

• Regulatory capital set at 10 percent.

• Basel III total capital, T1, CET1 ratios
with and without conservation buffer.
• Basel II for domestically-active banks.

• Hurdle rates in line with Basel III
• Solvency under stress will be
assessed in terms of all components of schedule (but CET1 set at 4 percent
over the risk horizon).
capital (total capital, T1, CET1, plus
conservation buffer, and loss
absorbency requirement for G-SIBs) for
each year of the risk horizon.
• These ratios will be phased in line with
Title I of Part Ten of CRR.

• Hurdle rates in line with Basel III
schedule for Brazil (which is somewhat
more conservative than the Basel III
schedule).

• Hurdle rates in line with current
regulatory standards.

• RWA declines by the amout of loan
losses at the end of each period.

• RWA increases by 10 percent and
adjusted for loan losses.

• BU: Banks' modeling of RWA
reduction.
• TD by authorities: Banks' modeling of
RWA reduction.
• TD by IMF: June 2011 RWA assumed
to remain constant throughout risk
horizon.

• BU: Sep 2011 RWA incorporates Basel
2.5: Basel III factors gradually phased in
following draft national regulation.
• TD: RWA kept constant (Basel II as at
Sep 2011).

• BU: RWAs estimated using TTC PDs.
• TD by authorities: Transition matrices
model and stressed PDs for RWA; RWA
estimated using TTC PDs.
• TD by IMF: Quasi-IRB approach for
RWA; RWA estimated using PIT PDs.

• RWA weights for credit, market and
operational risk are kept constant;
amount changes in line with
deleveraging.

• RWA adjusted for credit growth and
credit losses (statutory capital) and
adjusted for risk (quasi-IRB
computation).

• BU and TD: Banks' modeling of RWA
changes.

• Capital adequacy determined on a
group-wide consolidated basis.

• Capital adequacy determined based
on consolidated local entities.

• Capital adequacy determined based
on consolidated local entities.

• BU: Capital adequacy determined on a • Capital adequacy determined on a
group-wide consolidated basis.
group-wide consolidated basis.
• TD: Capital adequacy determined on
the basis of consolidated banks.

• Capital adequacy determined on a
group-wide consolidated basis.

• Capital adequacy determined on a
group-wide consolidated basis.

• Capital adequacy determined on a
group-wide consolidated basis.

• Losses: ECB elasticity and Riksbank
models).
• Credit growth: Riksbank models.

• Losses, profit, credit growth: IMF model. • Comision Nacional Bancaria y de
Valores (CNBV) models.

• Losses, profit (incl. funding costs),
trading result.
• TD: BoJ model.
• BU: Banks' internal models.

• TD by authorities: Losses, profit--BdF
• Losses, profit, credit growth: IMF model. • Losses, profit, credit: IMF model
• Losses, profit: BdE model.
(aligned with BCB for losses and credit
model.
• TD by IMF: Losses, profit, credit growth-growth).
IMF model.

• B/S.

• TD by IMF in collaboration with
authorities: B/S.
• TD by IMF: SCCA.

• BU: Banks' internal models.
• TD: B/S (Schmieder et al., 2010)
applying RBI models for projections of
NPLs.

• BU: Banks' internal models.
• TD by authorities: B/S and CIMDO
(CNBV).
• TD by IMF: B/S--dynamic profit
simulation.

• BU: Banks' internal models.
• TD: BoJ model.

• BU: Banks' internal models with IMF
guidance.
• TD by authorities: Authorities' models.
• TD by IMF: B/S approach by Schmieder
et al. (2010).

• TD by authorities, in collaboration with
IMF: B/S (Schmieder et al., 2010).
• TD by authorities: BdE panel data and
regression models.
• TD by IMF: SCCA.

• TD: B/S (Schmieder et al., 2010).

• BU: Banks' internal models under APRA
guidance
• TD by IMF: B/S approach by Schmieder
et al. (2010).

• Technical Note, not published.
• Results discussed in FSSA, published.

• Technical Notes published.
• Results discussed in FSSA, published.

• Technical Note, not published.
• Results discussed in FSSA, published.

• Technical Note, not published.
• Results discussed in FSSA, published.

• Technical Note, not published.
• Technical Note on financial system
spillovers published.
• Results discussed in FSSA, published.

• Technical Note, publication to be
decided by authorities.
• Results discussed in FSSA, published.

• No Technical Note.
• Results discussed in FSSA; technical
details included as appendix, published.

• Technical Note, not published.
• Results discussed in FSSA, published.

• No Technical Note.
• Results discussed in FSSA, published;
technical details included as appendix.

Methodology
Satellite model(s) used to generate • Macro financial model linking
macroeconomic variables, notably oil
variables
prices, to NPLs.

• Static B/S.

15
France
FY2012

• Losses: IMF estimates
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• Constant B/S: Growth of B/S in line
with nominal GDP.

Main model

5.

12
India
FY2012

• Constant B/S: Based on Riksbank
model for credit growth.

Capital adequacy
Metrics/Output

4.

11
Sweden
FY2011

• Static B/S.

Dividend payout

3.

10
Saudi Arabia
FY2011

APPENDIX II. EXAMPLE OF SUMMARY OF KEY ASSUMPTIONS APPLIED IN SOLVENCY STRESS TESTING EXERCISE: U.K. FSAP
UPDATE
Domain
(Risk) factors
assessed

Element
Loss rates
Profitability
Fixed income
holdings
FX shock
Taxes



Specific Rules/Assumptions
Credit losses based on satellite models developed by firms depending on scenario.
Profit (interest income, interest expenses, net fee and commission income, and operating expenses)
should be based on firm’s satellite models (or expert judgment). For end-2010, net profit before tax should
be adjusted for extraordinary income/losses in order to avoid misleading results.



Trading income based on satellite model or statistical matching of both trading income and GDP growth
using a parametric fit of their historical distribution (e.g., a decline in GDP growth is assumed to result in
lower trading income).



Funding costs based on satellite model for interest expenses, including a non-linear effect. Changes in
funding costs due to different solvency conditions cannot be smaller than the one generated by either
some general funding cost sensitivity or results from suggested CCA-based approach (Appendix III,
Option 2). These changes are unaffected by possible balance sheet deleveraging.



Mark-to-market impact on fixed income holdings: Focuses on the projection of haircuts for holdings of
both sovereign and bank debt based on IMF approach. These haircuts will be applied to both trading and
banking book.



Sovereign and financial sector debt holdings: Haircut on holdings in the banking and trading books
based on market expectations over five years after controlling for changes of market valuation during 2010
as developed by IMF staff. Cash at central banks, repos and asset swaps where there is no economic
interest in the security (for instance, instruments held against assets pledged to the Bank of England) are
excluded. Moreover, haircuts will be applied only to issuers that are non-“AAA” rated.



FX shock: Firms are asked to report separately the marginal impact of the following FX shock of the
following currencies on net open positions: U.S. dollar, euro and Japanese yen. The shock for each
currency should be twice the standard deviation of the respective FX volatility during 2010 and impact the
trading book in 2011 (100 percent) and 2012 (50 percent) only.



Tax assumption: 25 percent in case of positive profits, zero otherwise.
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(Continued)
Domain
Behavioral
adjustment of
banks

Element
Dividend pay-out
rules (similar to
Basel III minima)
Credit growth
Asset disposal
Capital raising



Dividend payout depends on capitalization under stress: dividend pay-out only if firm reports profits over
the past year; if total capital ratio is above 8.0 percent (after the envisaged dividend payout and, at the
same time, exhibits sufficient Tier 1 and common equity Tier 1 capitalization) but below the 10.5 percent
threshold (which reflects the magnitude of the proposed “capital conservation buffer” under Basel III), the
firm is considered capital-constrained and needs to follow a defined payout schedule.



Credit growth in line with nominal GDP for banks with a Tier 1 capital buffer of 2.5 percentage points
above the regulatory minimum (i.e., hurdle rate); credit growth decreases by 2 percentage points for each
decrease in Tier 1 capital by 1 percentage point once the capital buffer is less than 2.5 percentage points
above the Tier 1 capital hurdle rate. Hence, growth becomes negative when capitalization is at the
minimum capital ratio unless nominal GDP grows by more than 5 percent.



Other business strategy considerations: Asset disposals or acquisitions over time should not be
considered, except where legally binding commitments under EU state aid rules exist. Maturing exposures
are assumed to be replaced. Any interim capital-raising until end-2010 can be considered in calculations.
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Source: IMF (2011a).



Specific Rules/Assumptions
Balance sheets are assumed to be constant and to grow in line with nominal GDP.

APPENDIX III. EXAMPLE OF COMPARISON TABLE ON RELEVANT CORE TIER 1 CAPITAL DEFINITIONS: U.K. FSAP UPDATE
Capital Component

Core Tier 1

Basel II

 Ordinary shares.
 Retained earnings and
reserves.
 Share premium account.
 Minority Interests.

 Externally verified interim
net profits.

Basel III

 Ordinary shares.
 Retained earnings and
reserves.
 Share premium account
relating to CT1
instruments.
 Minority Interests (subject
to limits).
 Interim net profits.

Core Tier 1 Filters

FSA General Prudential
Sourcebook

 Ordinary shares.
 Retained earnings and
reserves.
 Share premium account
relating to CT1
instruments.
 Minority Interests.

 Ordinary shares.
 Retained earnings and
reserves.
 Share premium account
relating to CT1
instruments.
 Minority Interests.

FSA Interim Capital
Regime/ FSAP Bottom-Up
Stress Testing
 Ordinary shares.
 Retained earnings and
reserves.
 Share premium account
relating to CT1
instruments.
 Minority Interests.

 Externally verified interim
net profits.
 Existing government
support measures
counted as CT1.
 Existing national filters see FSA GENPRU
column for UK filters.

 Externally verified interim
net profits.

 Externally verified interim
net profits.

 Pension deficit net of
deficit reduction amount
(if DRA approach
chosen).
 Unrealized gains on AfS
equities.
 Unrealized gains on
Investment property.
 Unrealized gains on land
and buildings.
 Unrealized losses (gains)
on AfS debt.
 Cash-flow hedge reserve
not fair-valued on
balance sheet.
 Gain on sale related to
securitization
transactions.
 Cumulative gains and
losses due to changes in
own credit risk on fair
valued financial liabilities.

 Pension deficit net of
deficit reduction amount
(if DRA approach
chosen).
 Unrealized gains on AfS
equities.
 Unrealized gains on
Investment property.
 Unrealized gains on land
and buildings.
 Unrealized losses (gains)
on AFS debt.
 Cash-flow hedge reserve
not fair-valued on
balance sheet.
 Gain on sale related to
securitization
transactions.
 Cumulative gains and
losses due to changes in
own credit risk on fair
valued financial liabilities.
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 Cash-flow hedge reserve
not fair-valued on
balance sheet.
 Gain on sale related to
securitization
transactions.
 Cumulative gains and
losses due to changes in
own credit risk on fair
valued financial liabilities.

EBA

(Continued)
Capital Component

Deductions from Core
Tier 1

Basel II

 Interim net losses.

Basel III

 Interim net losses.
 Intangibles including
goodwill (limited
recognition of mortgage
servicing rights).
 Investments in own
shares.
 Shortfall of the stock of
provisions to expected
losses.

Source: IMF (2011a).

 Interim net losses.
 Intangibles including
goodwill.

 Investments in own
shares.
 50 percent shortfall in
stock of provisions to
expected losses.
 50 percent of certain
securitization exposures.

 Certain qualifying
holdings.
 50 percent material
holdings in financial
institutions (excluding
material insurance
holdings).
 50 percent free
deliveries.

FSA General Prudential
Sourcebook
 Interim net losses.

FSA Interim Capital
Regime/ FSAP Bottom-Up
Stress Testing
 Interim net losses.
 Intangibles including
goodwill.

 Investments in own
shares.
 50 percent shortfall in
stock of provisions to
expected losses.
 50 percent of certain
securitization exposures.
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 Defined benefit pension
fund assets and liabilities
(include liabilities in full,
deduct assets).
 Deferred tax assets
(limited recognition
allowed).
 Reciprocal cross holdings
in the common stock of
banking, financial and
insurance entities.
 Investments in the
common stock of
banking, financial and
insurance entities that
are outside the scope of
regulatory consolidation
and where the bank does
not own more than 10
percent of the issued
common share capital.
 Significant investments in
the common stock of
banking, financial and
insurance entities that
are outside the scope of
regulatory consolidation
(limited recognition).

EBA
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